Paws & Reflect

Princeton Day School
650 The Great Road
Princeton, NJ 08542
609.924.6700
609.924.7278 fax
Dear Mr. Gudgel,

First, we would like to thank you for taking such an active part in the last four years of our lives. Some of us first met you in a middle school music room, with most of the students wondering, “Why is this large bearded man talking to us in Latin?” Then we realized you were not only our dean, but that we, in turn, would be the first class to which you were ever dean. This was both exciting and oddly calming; you would be growing up with us through the Upper School.

The road to our senior year has been long, though now looking back, most of us would probably say it was more like the Autobahn than Pretty Brook. We grew to know each other, especially in that first year. It was all interesting: whether we were trying to keep Shepherd clean, learn that 50 ideas for the Halloween Challenge did not necessarily mean 50 good ideas, or show students that spending more time outdoors did not include sledding through the administrative office window during Mr. Stellato’s first visit to the school.

Yet we made it through freshman year alive and tried to learn from our experiences. You fought with us through sophomore year while we looked for a place in the school to call our own. You supported us, as juniors, when we were worrying about grades and college for the first time. You calmed us down and built us up as seniors; you did everything a great dean possibly could do. Now as we move on to the next step of our lives, we want to take a moment to truly thank you for all the things you did for us. Through all the broken windows, continuous theme-related polls, the drama of prom and fund-raising, the storming of the field after powderpuff, and the endless looks of disapproval, we knew that you were always there for us.

Thank you for everything you have done. We hope you have learned as much about being a class dean as we have learned about life from you. You have been a teacher to some of us, an advisor to others, but a dean and friend to all. We will miss you next year but will make sure to “check-in.”

The Class of 2011
To Our Seniors,

On this cold November morning, as I write this brief introduction to this outstanding summary of a year in the life of Princeton Day School, we have just celebrated Halloween (isn’t it funny that the senior class again captured the top prize in that annual parade?), witnessed a marvelous production of *Almost, Maine*, and bested a worthy rival to capture the Mercer County Boys’ Soccer Championship. Most members of the class have completed at least one college application, and those who have found other duties to occupy them will surely have done so by the time we return from Thanksgiving break. In short, the senior class – the Class of 2011 – has led from the front by setting clear, compelling personal standards and beckoning the rest of the school to follow its lead. And follow we have: in classrooms, on the stage and fields, in community service and Community Council, and through the hallways and campus center.

Your finest qualities are many: responsibility, curiosity, friendship, and achievement; your enduring legacy will be the confidence you have given all of us to carry on, when you have left to seek and find your truest callings.

Though any senior class is given so little time to shape a school community, you have used your time wisely. We wish you had stayed just a little longer; yet we know, through the power of your example, we will succeed in anything we try, as you have done.

Thank you and good luck; and remember: Wherever you may roam, The Great Road will always be part of that journey.

With respect and fondness,

Paul J. Stellato
Head of School
**Seniors,**

PDS tradition expects that seniors sit in the front of the theater and be dismissed first. Your adherence to this tradition has often been spirited. You are a class that likes traditions such as these but you also want to change others and are, in fact, beginning to form some new traditions. This is what makes you special - you are helping to put your spirited stamp on some new traditions at PDS. You have embraced the Zoo with great enthusiasm and have led them well. It is exciting to see how well the varsity teams, of which you are leaders, have been doing this fall. You have been outstanding leaders in Community Council, Peer Group, Spokesman, as captains of our athletic teams, club activities, and in many other areas. You have set the tone for the Upper School, came in record numbers to the fall weekend dance, and will undoubtedly have a strong showing for the Halloween Parade.

I am writing this as we begin the 2010-2011 school year. I wish you the best year possible at PDS, and with your college selection process. On the eve of your graduation, I wish you continued success, happiness, and fulfillment in all of your pursuits. PDS's motto, semper luceat - may the light always shine on you - is apt for your class. You have shone at PDS over your time here and have truly made a difference.

On the eve of your graduation, I wish you continued success, happiness, and fulfillment in all of your pursuits. PDS's motto, *semper luceat* - may the light always shine on you - is apt for your class. You have shone at PDS over your time here and have truly made a difference.

Thank you Class of 2011 for all that you have done for and at PDS. We will miss you, but know that you will return as proud alumni of PDS.

Carlton Tucker
Head of Upper School
When I got my head stuck in the library railing."
-Dylan Hume, XII

"I was running from the campus center to the library and I fell down those stairs in the theater lobby. A lot of people saw it!"
-Nick Banks, XI
What's my favorite PDS memory? There are too many to choose. I love my grade. I love being here.

-Daphnée Warren
Where is your favorite spot in the school?

"The library, of course!"
Taran Auslander

"The snack bar!"
Cameron Giles

"Shepherd Commons"
Obi Ferguson
How would you describe the PDS fashion style?

"I think everyone has their own way that they like to dress or are comfortable in dressing."
-Yasmeen Beizaeipour XI

"I would say we're eclectic. People are quite different, not only from each other, but in their own styles. I think that says a lot about our personalities and the way we act to each other."
-Abha Kulkarni X

"PDS's Fashion changes as the week progresses."
-Katie Gibson XII
"How do I describe PDS in two words? Good Times!"

- Rebecca Sokol, XII
Clubs & Activities
Drinking Water for India

Outdoors Club

Anime/Manga Club

Cymbals
Shes Without Keys

Y Chromotones

Community Service Committee

Gallery Club
Writing Center Mentors

Student Ambassadors

French Club

InterAct
princeton day school presents
Almost, Maine
by john walters

October 28+29+30 2010
Thursday through Saturday 8:00 p.m.
Saturday Matinee 2:00 p.m.
McAneny Theater/Princeton Day School Campus
$10 adults/$8 students
www.pds.org/boxoffice  609.279.2717

Almost, Maine
THE WEDDING SINGER!

Thursday, Feb. 24, 8 pm
Friday, Feb. 25, 8 pm
Saturday, Feb. 26, 2 pm

2011 Benefit Event
Saturday, Feb. 26, 8:30 pm
cast

Robbie Hart
Julia Sullivan
Holly
Sammy
George
Glen Guglia
Rosie
Linda
Angie

A.J. Yost
Daphnee Warren
Kalyn Altmeyer
Nick Muoio
Hunt Griffith
Dan Humphrey
Courtney Klein
Molly Muoio
Julia Miller
Adam Fisch, XII

Sydney Jenkins, XII

Lilia Sanzalone, XII
Sports Teams
JV Players: Maysa Amer, Ashley Boyle, Julia Christen, Amanda Mae Donohue, Jessica Goldberg, Liz Gudgel, Lucy Marquez, Mimi Matthews, Kate Reynolds, Callie Schneider, Lizzie Snyder
The 2010 field hockey season was nothing short of incredible. We grew so much from last year, ending with a record of 11-4-1, as opposed to our 3-win record the previous year. We welcomed Coach MC Heller as our new bubbly and encouraging coach. Both our varsity and junior varsity teams were extremely successful. Our team bonded doing various community service projects together, such as Amanda Mae’s juvenile diabetes walk. Most notably, we earned the first seed in the Prep B tournament and second seed in the Mercer County Tournament. One of our most exciting games was against Hun, where we won in double overtime. Our psyches were...distracting...everyone knew when we had a game! The season was amazing, and we, the senior captains, hope that the team maintains success and a fun-loving attitude in years to come.

xoxoxo,

-Cameron Giles, Courtney Klein & Sydney Jenkins, XII

Varsity Players: Sarah Brennan, Jenna Fritz, Cameron Giles*, Emily Goldman, Andrea Jenkins, Sydney Jenkins*, Courtney Klein*, Mimi Matthews, Cameron McNeely, Carly Ozarowski, Emma Quigley, Mary Travers, Sarah Trigg, Corinne Urisko, Charlotte Williams  *
captains
Boys Soccer

I've been asked a lot recently: "What was the best part of the soccer season?" Whether it is in the hallways of PDS, or on the streets of Princeton, it seems that people want to understand what made our team so special. They want to hear about the excitement of beating a three-time defending county champion in Princeton. They want me to describe the emotions associated with being the first boys' soccer team in PDS history to win both the county and state titles in the same year.

But, as every player on the team can attest, there was no one defining moment for our team. Unseen to the fans who came to our games and cheered us on so enthusiastically, were the endless drills and weekend runs in which we took part. Optional workouts were mandatory, and we learned to love running.

Then there was also the camaraderie we had. That was our X factor. Teams can game plan for elite players and unusual tactics, but our strength lay in the relationships our players shared. Using this teamwork, we learned that as long as we never gave up on each other, we could reach heights we had only dreamed of.

So, I may tell these observers about the incredible feeling of joy and accomplishment I felt as I ran to Hugo after his shot settled into the back of the net during the Mercer County finals. Or I may describe the pride I felt after winning our school's first double championship for boys' soccer against Gill St. Bernard. But as every one of my teammates knows, our season was so much more than these couple of highlights. It was truly an amazing season, one that none of us will ever forget.

- Kevin Francfort, XII
JV Players: Nicole Brennan, Jane Coates, Katie Edelblut, Ashley Egner, Evelyn Esteban, Rory Finnegan, Daniella Levitan, Lucy Linville, Svitlana Lymar, Ilana Multak, Alexis Ostrov, Gabi Phillips, Mallory Richards, Colby Triolo
Girls Soccer

The 2010 girls' varsity soccer team had an unforgettable season with nine seniors leading the squad to the Prep B State Championship. This group of senior girls, Ali Frieder, Laila Razzaghi, Katie Gibson, Kerry Dillon, Emily Jaeckel, Carly O'Brien, Carly Kliment, and Captains Jacqui Stevens and Jess Frieder, have been in the program together for all four years, and we knew that this season was going to be tremendous. The expectations were high, and every player stepped up and contributed to the success of this season.

We bonded as a team through team dinners, breakfasts, psyches, and locker room dance parties to get ourselves mentally prepared for games. We were truly a team, always supporting one another during practice and encouraging everyone to keep playing hard to win games.

We focused a lot on our possession game, a simple soccer fundamental, which largely contributed to the success we had in the postseason. Finishing the season with a very respectable 13-5-1 record shows the hard work we put in during preseason and throughout the fall. Our biggest wins this season were against Hun and The Hill School, along with beating our Prep B tournament rivals, MKA, 4-0 in the semi-finals, to go on to beat Wardlaw Hartridge, 4-0, for the title.

With Janie Smukler leading the team next year as the only senior, we have confidence that the team's success will continue in the 2011 season. We will miss this team and our coaches, Pat Trombetta and Howie Powers very much. Thanks for everything, girls!

-Jess Frieder and Jacqui Stevens, XII

Varsity Players: Ellen Bartolino, Zeeza Cole, Kerry Dillon, Ali Frieder, Jess Frieder*, Lizzie Frieder, Katie Gibson, Emily Jaeckel, Carly O'Brien, Carly Kliment, Hannah Levy, Brittany Murray, Carly O'Brien, Lauren Paneyko, Laila Razzaghi, Lily Razzaghi, Kelsey Scarlett, Janie Smukler, Jacqui Stevens* * captains
Cross Country

Throughout the years that your captains have been here at PDS, the 2010 season was perhaps the greatest and most successful one of all. For many of the seniors, it marked the culmination of a strong four years of running, as we came in as small freshmen to spark the team to a 2007 Patriot Conference title, and then finally cruised to a second straight Prep B championship as seniors in 2010.

For the entire team, it was a special year. In the end we all worked hard, and you should all be proud of the times you found yourself out there in Princeton running: running in the rain or in the heat, running when you didn’t feel like it, or even running on one of those rare days when you loved it and felt great. Even if you are not winning races, every single member of the team is a victor by just coming out every day. The unique thing about cross-country is that when you’re a competitive runner in training, you are constantly in a process of ascending. It is something special to consider that you are better today than you were yesterday or a year ago, and that you will be better yet tomorrow or next year.

So, as your captains, we thank you and our coaches for the great season that you all made possible for us, and we advise you for the last time to just keep on running and keep on racing.

How fast can you run?
As fast as a leopard.
How fast are you going to run?
As fast as a leopard!
Then let’s see you do it!

Good luck next year!

Your captains,
-Adam Fisch and Meade Atkeson, XII
This year, the Girls' Cross-Country team consisted of nine members, which is an accomplishment in itself considering the team had only three runners two years ago. We worked hard together and encouraged each other, whether we were struggling through seemingly endless runs alongside the canal during preseason or sprinting up hills at Greenway Park. I am so proud of the team for winning third place at Prep B State Championships and achieving victories against Stuart, Rutgers Prep, Pennington and Hun. Each individual runner on the team also had personal accomplishments this season. I am so proud of the girls who ran an entire 5K for the first time and the girls who surprised themselves with personal records. I am happy to have shared this wonderful, memorable season with such a supportive group of girls. I have no doubt that the team will continue to grow and flourish next year, and I wish the girls the best of luck in the future.

- Bailey Richards, XII
Girl's Tennis
Panthers Girls’ Tennis enjoyed a fantastic 2010 season! It was exciting to lead a team of players who are so passionate about the game. The girls always showed up for practice ready to work hard and play beautiful tennis. We were a close-knit group and were truly a team both on and off the court; we were not just teammates, but best friends as well. We were always supportive of each other during matches, cheerleading when our teammates needed it most. The sense of humor we have in common lent itself to numerous shared stories and laughs throughout our season. We can’t imagine a better group to have spent every afternoon with during the fall!

Ashley Hudson and Alexandra Sherman were invaluable additions to the team this season. With four seniors in the line-up, our team was deep through second doubles. The team is especially proud of our victories over rivals Peddie and Lawrenceville. We placed 3rd in the Mercer County Tournament, sending three positions to the semi-finals and winning at first singles with Samantha Asch’s victory in the finals. Five of our players were named to the Trenton Times All Prep All Star Teams. This season was was all about bearing our claws and showing our opponents what Panthers are all about - fighting to the end. We were pitted against strong opponents and faced numerous close matches, but we always played with determination and confidence. Our efforts were well worth it, as we closed with an impressive 9 - 2 record.

-Ariel Multak & Samantha Schaeffer, XII
The Varsity Squash Team had a great year. Our top four players were influential in our very successful season. Encouraged by the depth of our underclassmen, we are all looking forward to next season. However, our seniors, Hugo Meggitt, Ashley Hudson and Patrick Lapera, will surely be missed.

Rob Klein, XI

The Players: Ben Bristol, Zachary Freedman, Perry Hanson, Ashley Hudson, Sean Hudson, Rob Klein*, Patrick Lapera, Hugo Meggitt, Anuj Mehndiratta, Dennis Woo * captain
The fencing team had a great season this year. We may not have won every match, but we worked hard to improve our fencing skills on an individual basis and also strengthened our relationship as a team. Every fencer, new or returning, demonstrated dedication throughout our many practices and matches, and every fencer was supportive of his or her teammates. Our coach, Mr. Epply-Schmidt, was unfailing in his helpfulness and patience. He found the time to work with everyone individually and always knew what to say to bring out the best in us. Many seniors will be graduating this year, but we are leaving behind a solid team of strong fencers and generally awesome people.

Andrew Schroeder XII
Carla Tamburro XII


* captains
Boys Ice Hockey

Varsity Players: Connor Bitterman, Alex Nespor, Sean Timmons, Taran Auslander, Bump Lisk, Garret Jenson, Vinny Demilio, Dallas Derr, Coach Scott Bertoli, Connor Walker, Conrad Denise, Cody Triolo, Will Powers, Skye Samse*, Walker Ward, Peter Blackburn*, Aaron Shavel, Sam Mehrberg, George Blinick, Tyler Olsson

*captains

JV Players:
Top Row: Coach Gretchen Jaeckel, Mallory Richards, Callie Schneider, Ilana Multak, Cameron Giles
Bottom Row: Abby Sharer, Jessica Goldberg, Lucy Marquez, Shannon Towle, Bailey Richards
The Girls Varsity Ice Hockey team kicked off the season by winning a second place trophy in the PDS Invitational Tournament. As we overcame injuries, the team stayed strong, resulting in a memorable season. We had the privilege of great bonding experiences with our weekend trips to Pittsburgh and Rye. This season, the team finished with a strong record of 11-5-5. Ending on a high note, we won the B-Bracket of the WIHLMA league tournament. We had strong contributions from every grade level to make this the best season in recent years.

Kaleigh McLaughlin XII, Carly O'Brien XII and Megan Ofner XI

Varsity Players: Top Row: Coach Kat Smithson, Kaitlyn Salava, Lexie Fairman, Ashley Egner, Megan Ofner*, Mary Travers, Mimi Matthews, Lauren Paneyko, Sarah Brennan, Robin Linzmayer, Coach Gretchen Jaeckel
Bottom Row: Colby Trioio, Daisy Mase, Carly O'Brien*, Kaleigh McLaughlin*, Sydney Gecha, Lucy Marquez, Zeeza Cole
* captains

JV Players: Deante Cole, Tavante Brittingham, BJ Dudeck, Ford Schneider, Buzz Poltorak, Anthony Norcott, Tom Martino, Alec Jones, Beau Horan, Evan Slabicki, Zachary Higgins, Ben Weiner, Nate Kumar
Girls Basketball

**Varsity Players:** Tiffany Patterson*, Janie Smukler*, Molly Rubin, Rachel Maddox, Sarah Godwin, Hannah Levy, Lauren Johnson, Tess Zahn, Jess Toltzis, Emily Goldman * Captains

**JV Players:** Tess Zahn, Jess Toltzis, Emily Goldman, Emma Rosenthal, Rory Finnegan, Daniella Levitan, Allison Mascioli
For the volleyball team, this year was all about rising beyond expectation. Throughout the season, we proved both to our opponents and to ourselves that we are a challenging team to beat.

Though we were a very small team compared to the others in our league, our roster proved to be very talented. With a solid back row and increasingly powerful offense, we won twice as many games as our previous two seasons. Our final matches were the most memorable and intense, as we beat our rival Shipley on Senior Day and lost by only 2 points to ANC (the defending champs) in our league’s semifinals.

But more important than our record was our desire to fight. Coach Joe, Coach Carolyn, and Coach Craig pushed us to surpass our own expectations. Our practices were usually tough, sometimes ridiculous, and always fun. We definitely fostered a love-hate relationship with the gymateria.

As graduating seniors, we will smile when we think back to our PDS volleyball years. We laughed at Coach Joe’s dorky jokes, made fun of JB, and put volleyballs under our shirts way too much. But more importantly, we loved playing volleyball. To the rest of the team: we will be sure to stop back and cheer on your games with a FSU!

Love,
Your Captains
Caylin Brahaney XII, Alex McCourt XII, Rebecca Sokol XII
Baseball
Boys Lacrosse
Girls Lacrosse
Figure Skating
Golf
Administration

Head of School
Paul Stellato
Head of Upper School
Carlton Tucker

Head of Middle School
Steven Hancock

Head of Lower School
John Weaver
Staff

Administrative Assistants
Margot Chalek, Barbara Brent, Marie Shock (missing: Myriam Folkes)

Admissions
Kelly Dun, Amy Gallo, Jeanne Crowell, JoAnne McAuley

Human Resources
Marybeth Roach

Director of Finance/Operations
Dulany Gibson

College Guidance
Mark Machan, Sarah Graham, Paulette Kampe
Flik Dining Services
From Left: Irene Handeland, Uli Chacon, Liseth Rodas, Joe Carratura, Debra Walters, Elle Johnson, Jacqueline Ruiz, Frolian Chavez, Marie Kennedy, Brian Mochnal, Betty Snead

Buildings and Grounds
From Left: Paul Bennett, Mike Emann, Steve Storey, Chris Devlin, Ryan Donovan, Walter Allen, Michael Tucker, Ricky Lenz, Mitch Smith, David Barrera, Michele Walsh

Custodial Staff
Seated: Young Kim, Ruth Martinez Oriela Barrientos, Carmen Perez, Jon Ho
Standing: Luis Camacho, Raul Lopez, Hector Rivera, Ramon Padovani
Staff

Receptionist
Alison Acker

Nurse
Carol Nicholas

Security
Pami Mogaka

Technology
Steve Bailey, Don Slabicki, Dean Aquaviva, Paul Legato

Learning Specialist
Lisa Surace
School Counselors
Carolyn McGuire, Rob Tuckman

Physical Education
Leslie Hagan, Rome Campbell, Mark Adams, Pete Higgins, Jill Thomas

Athletics
Kat Smithson, MC Heller, Scott Bertoli

Bookstore
Dave Movsovich

Librarians
Janet Mayo, Judy Gerlock

Development Office
Tracy Gates, Kathy Schulte, Katie Fay, Margery Miller, Ann Wiley, Doreen Weinberg
Lower School
Middle School

Jamie Atkeson, Kimberly Ballinger, Amy Beckford, Hank Bristol, Arlene Cohen, Susan Daly-Rouse, Janet Dickson, Paul Epply-Schmidt, Sophie Evans, Jane Grigger, Stephanie Hancock, Debbie Hillmanno, John Howe, Rachel Kamen, Marie-Josee Kinkingnehun, Alesia Klein, Paule Koerte, Jack Madani, Yves Marcuard, Carolyn McGuire, Cathie Miller, Maryann Ortiz, Rebecca Pagitt-Mungai, Cindy Peifer, Tara Quigley, Susan Reichlin, Carmen Santa-Cruz, Bette Soloway, Silvia Strauss-Debenedetti, Deb Sugarman, Kelly Ann Westgate, Peter Wood, Amy Wulfman, Beth Yakoby, Donna Zarzecki
History Department

Elizabeth Monroe

George Sanderson

Howie Powers

Dave Freedholm
Math Department

Bob Singerman

Lisa Webber

Jim Walker

Jeff Rubens

Harvey Lee
Science Department

Brian Maher

Steve Gadd

Lisa McLane

Barbara Maloney
Arts Department

David Burkett, Debbie Hillmano

At right: Eileen Hohmuth-Lemonick, Jody Erdman, Stephanie Stuefer, Tomasz Rzeczycki, Stan Cahill, Chris Maher, Jerry Hirniak, Ann Robideaux
answers: top, from left = Lisa Webber, Sarah Graham, Barbara Walker
bottom, from left = Denise Bencivengo, Mark Machan, Liz Cutler
Lower School
Pre-K & Kindergarten

Front: Harleen Sandhu, Arun Patel, Jesse Hollander, Brooke Law, Liz Zhao
Middle: Mrs. Griffin-Ley, Logan Harrison, Lara Ozdogan, A.J. Surace, Mrs. Nolan, Akshay Arun
Back: Brigitte Mario, Sam Cohen, Charlie Hogshire

Front: Leigh Hillmanno, Tofe Akinyanmi, Devin Vandenber, Michael Kaleem, Simon Patel, Quinn Higgins
Middle: Mrs. Thompson, Rania Patel, Emma Rudy, Declan MacCabe, Jaden Hall, Winston Ni, Mrs. Atkeson
Back: Jai Kasera, Bryce Johnson, Ziya Brittingham, Mia Bocian
Front: Alexis Lien, Rafael Moore, Beatrix Kim, Rania Shah, Madeline Weinstein, Harrison Bernardi
Middle: Ms. Gallagher, Carter Johnson, Sofie Jaffe, Austin Warren, Nicholas Bruno, Jordan Vradenburgh, Mrs. Thompson
Back: David Bonakdar, Riley Fried, Sydney Thomas, Eden Alphonse

Front: Conlan Folino, Farah Ardehali, Jinu Ryu, Katherine Patterson, Paige Gardner, Sasha Pechter
Middle: Mr. Laughlin, Ben Maschler, Berlicia Afemeku, Milan Patel, Alani Melvin-Lewis, Stuart Dorman, Mrs. Thompson
Back: Jazelle Covington, Michael Higgins, Nico Cucchi, Danielle Im
Grade 1

Front: Boaz Ziv-Loewy, Arjun Sen, Arnav Kokkirala, Gabriella Thomas, Franny Gallagher
Middle: Mrs. Cucchi, Tyler Robinson, Jane Higgins, Joseph Lippman, Alison Surace, Quinn Thierfelder
Back: Eli Soffer, Zach Law, Zander Zhang, Caelan Folino, Maddie Chai

Front: Elizabeth Thomas, Eshaa Doshi, Neha Kalra, Andrew Marshall, Veronica Li
Middle: Michael Carroll, Milan Shah, Natasha Pensler, Tom Fishman
Back: Jacob Roitburg, Avery Eiseman, David Khan, Ellie Tuckman, Ally Antonacci, Mrs. Gallagher
Front: Emma Ozdogan, Sophia Maggio, Kennedy McCain, Walker Aprill, Kai Shah
Middle: Isabella Gentile, Divya Sharma, Ngozi Majied, Deiya Pandya, Frances Bobbitt
Back: Mrs. Hare, Dodge Martinson, Albert Ming, Willem Albert, Trevor Mackles, Grant Wells
Front: Sophia Difazio, Quinton Covington, Aishwarya Arun, Lila Pechter, Jasmine Maggio, Helen Miller
Middle: Arthur Zhu, Bryce Powell, Brandan Chia, Jaylen Blakes, Mr. McLean, Natasha Kiel
Back: Kate Jain, William Sedgeley, Rohan Kichlu, Danica Bajaj
Missing: Sarah Sharma

Front: Christabelle Henderson, Delia McCarthy, Luke Antonacci, Gianna Gasparro, Mofe Akinyanni, Suzy Vazquez
Middle: Skye Harris, Ellie Boorstein, Kylan Tatum, Sarah Mahmoud, Ian Varga
Back: Daniel Pinheiro, Carl Coetzee, Jacques Hughes, Vinay Rao, Bennett Emann, Mrs. Vradenburgh
Front: Maya Shah, Alex Hollander, Easton Matthews, Bella Censullo, Brian Bittings
Middle: Anthony Cucchi, Om Suchak, John Hudgins, Varun Rao, Dylan Alphonse
Back: Mrs. Ferguson, Jordan Young, Matan Blitz, Madeline Chia, Abby Weinstein, Elena Vona, Katharine Stephenson
Front: Mia Huang, Caitlin Antonacci, Jack Cooleen, Matthew Manahan, Marisa Kalafer
Middle: Christopher Crane, Eyal Yakoby, Liam Jones, Tommy Bocian, Ari Nagelberg, Audrey Toscano, Mrs. Gallagher
Back: Grace Marshall, Julia Lach, Alan Norcott, Ahzaria Silas, Gillian Scott

Front: Maggie Amaral, Parkie Moseley, Jaylin Champion-Adams, Isabel Paine, Robert Lee
Middle: Sofia Ivc, Evan Dries, Adayliah Ley, Clay Hancock, Jomar Meekins, Zoe Stanton
Back: Valerie Cerna, Noah Vradenburgh, Emily Cavuto, Skylar Mundenar, Ari Wilson, Mrs. Gibson
Front: Tazee Mahjied, Maggie Madani, Kyra Douglass, Kyle Huang, Teddy Gutman
Middle: Sachin Patel, Joshua Rafferty, Angela Dong, John Carroll, Curran Folino
Back: Sophie Cohen, Annabel Thomas, Dayana Ramirez, Josephine Dodge, Caitlin Lee, Mrs. Rizza
Front: Julia Parks, Layla Walcott, Lucy Gutman, Claire Fishman, Sydney Vine
Middle: Mr. Cohen, Eric Mehrberg, Wesley Leggett, Miles Smith, Sam Bernardi, Skylar Hall
Back: Charlotte Eiseman, Ava Roitburg, Tai Tatum, Ryan Sullivan, Eric Chen

Front: Raina Kasera, Ben Blitz, Marilena Cordon-Maryland, Andrew Elkadi, Maria Vazquez
Middle: Walter Emann, Garret Dyckman, Paul Farhat, Brooke Smukler, Maggie Laughlin, Giulia Gerschel
Back: Mrs. Hart, Vincent Gasparro, Clay Glovier, Isabel Hogshire, Zoe Thierfelder
Front: Mackenzie Elkadi, Hugh Brophy, Adrian Rogers, Hailey Young
Middle: Imani Hall, Christopher Klein, Jake Harris, Conor Patterson, Charlotte Meyercord
Back: Mrs. Montgomery, Bryn Aprill, Elizabeth Berman, Kaveena Patel, Millie Faber, Liam Dun
Middle School
Grade 5

Front: Dr. Ballinger, Jessica Huang, Cole Wolk, Douglas Wellemeyer, Sabrina Rigby, Ms. Mungai
Middle: Jared Leveson, Elon Tuckman, Caitlin Tucker, Miles Thompson, Elizabeth Brennan
Back: Linnea Eberly, Martin Caforio, Ryan Donnelly, Elena Schomburg  Missing: Mikki Ruvinsky

Front: Nate Jones, James Henderson, Riley Wood, Malia Leveson, Gabby Ruvinsky, Gautam Ramesh, Saahil Adusumilli
Middle: Ms. Hagan, William Lu, Alex Fasolo, Ava Herzer, Marcos Ortiz, Emilia Figueroa-Valik, Mrs. Miller
Back: Alex Wey, Grace Blaxill, Mali Dun, Madison Mundenar, Palmer White  Missing: Annika Goldman
Front: Madame Kinkingnehun, Justin Herrup, Liv Sheridan, Brooks Johnson, Carly Martinson, Mrs. Klein
Middle: Jaclyn Gary, Maya Hill, George Didita, Max Miller, Krishna Sivakumar
Back: Hannah Rafferty, Emma Lien, Kyra Hall
Missing: Bailin Pollard

Front: Mrs. Ortiz, Catherine Laylin, Claire Szuter, Mary Schafer, Summer Patterson, Ms. Peifer
Middle: James Wellemeyer, Kaylah Bland, Ryan Robinson, Christian Brune, Riley Gudgel
Back: Jerry Chen, Luke Zaininger, Raymond Li, Max Difazio, Ken Suzuki, Rahul Bhatia
Grade 6

Front: Ashley Cavuto, Nick Jain, Daphne Stanton, Nicole Hartley, Vasya Paushkin, Amulya Tadimety
Middle: Mr. Atkeson, Taylor Smith, Carter Sednaoui, Coby Gibson, Maxwell Maudlin, Emily Hancock, Mrs. Reichlin
Back: JD Slattery, Mark Washington, Elian Hoof, Kyle Russo

Front: Maia Johngren, Asianna Hall, Morgan Tromp, Amit Ramesh, Peter Shannon
Middle: Ms. Beckford, Ananya Iyer, Shana Mimnaugh, Kyra Mason, Leo Zhao, Michael Zhao, Ms. Cohen
Back: George Cole, Catie Higgins, Jack Amaral, George Sidamon-Eristoff
Front: Hassan Ladiwala, Edward Allen, Georgia Eugenides, Reilly Fletcher, Addy Shannon, Tag Quijano
Middle: Sra. Kamen, Hannah Freid, Katelyn Takacs, Quincy Hill, Gillian Share-Raab, Christina Tian, Ms. McGuire
Back: William Kuenne, Max Razzaghi, William Hopper

Front: Stefan Kassem, Daniel Mahmoud, Noah Liao, Abby Atkeson, Elaynah Jamal, Sammy Noden
Middle: Mrs. Quigley, Christopher Suarez, Shahin Damji, Kevin Green, Alexis Davis, Teddy Marttila, Mrs. Santa-Cruz
Back: Danielle Hirsch, Cierra Moore, Edward Nygren
Missing: Renita Zaparde
Seated: Meghan Wilmott, Chris Brakey, Rowan Schomburg, Caroline Okun
Front: Devika Kumar, Maya Jones, Kayla Rund, Tess Gecha, Kate Laughlin, Carina Dhru, Tillie Lighte
Middle: Mr. Epply-Schmidt, Peter Sanderson, Connor Fletcher, Ross Moseley, Chris Chai, Ben Multak, Ms. Bodel
Back: Sam Guarino, Jed Seinfeld, Noam Yakoby, Dominick Gasparro, Scott Altmeyer
Missing: Adrien Farhat, Ruchita Zaparde

Front: Jonah Tuckman, Julie Goldberg, Cole Johnson, Victoria Lach, Austin Jacobson, Emma Shainwald
Middle: Ms. Grigger, Ben Applegate, Callie Urisko, Eris Gee, Max Ramsay-Burrough, Veronica Danko, Zoe Fried, Mr. Wood
Back: Katie Sanderson, Kevin Hagan, Akash Bagaria, Dan Ruggiero, Ainsley Reid, Mark Schafer
Floor: Aiden Jones, Roshan Benefo
Front: Victoria Marquez, Sophie Freedman, Sophia Bernardi, Amanda Herrup, Anne Sidamon-Eristoff, Emma Sharer, Mia Wong
Middle: Caroline Allen, Matthew Olosunde, Jonathan Pensler, Zach Lipkin, Ian Power, Joel Pena, Mrs. Yakoby
Back: Siddhant Aggarwal, Malavika Rajagopal, Isaac Rosenthal, Nick Chen, Rahul Rajaram

Front: Remy Kassem, Jamie Maher, Charlotte Kassler-Taub, Peter Klein, Lauren Finley, Sabrina Li, Nicholas Ioffreda
Middle: Mr. Madani, Nicole Giannotti, Amanda Cooleen, Amir Melvin, Isabel Meyercord, Ritvik Khandelwal, Ms. Soloway
Back: Rajiv Potluri, Vincent Li, John Gudgel, Oliver Crane, Ben Baumann, Tristan Inman
Grade 8

2010 Princeton Day School 2011
Mr. Bristol Eighth Grade M. Marcuard Ms. Sugarman

Floor: Michael Kearney, Paul Ammann
Front: Alexis Slattery, Luke Baumann, Caitlin Wood, Luka Graonic, Brooke Heap,
          Samantha Gardner, Will Feuer, Caroline Erickson
Middle: Victoria Gebert, Danielle Stevens, Peter Paine, Brandon Frank,
          Tim Quimby, Harper Joseph, Morgan Foster, Ms. Sugarman
Back: Mr. Bristol, Alex Mahmoud, Miranda Noden, Jeremy LeMenager, Katherine
       Venturo-Conerly, Madison Howe, Mr. Marcuard  Missing: Jay Mack

2010 Princeton Day School 2011
Mrs. Daly-Rause Eighth Grade Mrs. Koerte

Front: Christian Vik, Nia Daid, Brian Maloney, Paul Meggitt,
       Sean Panayi, Kevin Towlle
Middle: Tatiana Seay-Reynolds, Grace Lively, Marco Pinheiro,
       Logan Bell, Alex Marshall
Back: Sarah Parks, Kayla Stokes, Mason Ward, Joseph Haggerty,
      Sophie Jensen
Front: Robert Cooleen, Bridget Fay, Kali Rigby, Kiley McCormick-McGeady, Kathleen Crowell, Sara Dwyer
Middle: Mr. Olvera, Zach Golden, Sabrina Matlock, Charlie Brahaney, Norm Lee, Yahya Ladiwala
Back: Rohit Unnam, Nick Wey, Griffin Thompson, Navin Rao, Nilesh Nair

Floor: Zach Woogen, Liam Hunt, Julia Pancyko
Front: Andy Erickson, Danny Goldman, Zaire Mitchell, Jacob Shavel, Oscar Vik, Josiah Meekins
Middle: Anna Williams, Allie Hrabchak, Swanee Golden, Jamie Finnegan, Dana Poltorak, Carly King, Ms. Zarzecki
Back: Sophie Ward, Ms. Strauss-Debenedetti, Niki van Manen, Neil Kumar, Erin Murray, Kunaal Patel, Caroline Lippman
Upper School
Freshmen

Dina Alter
Maysa Amer
Hap Ammidon
Iqra Asghar
Zachary Banks
Rebecca Beardsley
Suveer Bhatia
Connor Bitterman
Lewis Blackburn
Sarah Bonakdar
Brian Booth
Ryan Bradley
How would you describe the freshmen class in one word?

"Social"  Charlotte Hayden
"Brave"  Obi Ferguson
"Fresh"  Culver Duquette
The freedom. Sure, 9th graders are stuck in study hall for half the year. But there are no teachers trailing you in the hallways like they did in middle school, and you are allowed to leave the lunchroom during lunch whenever you want. It's a lot more responsibility, but if you know what to do with the freedom, it pays off.

Rory Finnegan

The free periods because we can choose to do whatever we want (that is, within reason, of course).

Natalie Ragazzo

The Sports!

Colby Triolo
Hadley Jacobson

Nicholas Jaeckel

Susanne Kardaras

Juseung Lee

Chelten Leggett

Benjamin Levine

Herbert Li

The Snack Bar

Ben Levine
Sophomores

Geoffrey Altman  Kalyn Altmeyer  Naiyah Ambros  Selena Anjur-Dietrich
Samantha Asch  Mary Atkeson  Gregory Auerbach  Taran Auslander
Ellen Bartolino  Paul Batterman  Natesa Bland  George Blinick
How would you describe the sophomore class in one word?

"Busy" Sophia Eisenberg

"Phenomenal" Darling Cerna

"Energetic" Naiyah Ambros
What is the hardest part about being a sophomore?

Balancing the academic, social, and athletic demands that are placed on you. We all want to succeed, but it’s hard to accomplish your goals when there are only 24 hours in a day.

Taran Auslander

The work load.

Kendra Clark

The jump from the difficulty of freshman year work load to sophomore year work load.

Davon Reed
Not expecting the amount of work, especially compared to freshman year.

Katie Petrino
Juniors

Marissa Applegate  Nicholas Banks  Yasmeen Beizaeipour  Sarvesh Bhasin

Lakhram Bhisham  Andre Bonk  William Bucklee  Brian Burns

Jessica Castello  Brendan Clune  Matthew Cook  Michael Davila
How would you describe the junior class in one word?

"Crazy (but lovable)"  Mackenzie Stricklin

"Illustrious"  Jennifer Martin

"Active"  Dan Humphrey
Jenna Fritz

Connor Gibson

Erica Glancy

Matthew Gluck

Sarah Godwin

Jessica Goldberg

Michael Gray

Hunt Griffith

**What aspect of senior year are you most looking forward for?**

"I'm looking forward to being able to drive to school."

Alex Zink

"I'm looking forward to ruling the school!"

Callie Schneider

"Being able to use 'senioritis' as an excuse for everything."

Jennifer Martin
“I'm looking forward to Senior Project!”

James Sanderson
Class of 2011
To my Seniors,

I write this reflection in the after-glow of a remarkable fall trimester. The Class of 2011 managed to take on the increasingly demanding college application process and at the same time win as many prep and county championships as PDS fall teams ever have, produce a brilliant ensemble piece in *Almost, Maine*, snag a second straight powder-puff championship from a worthy rival, and sing, play, dance, paint, photograph, sculpt, sketch, write, calculate, and debate themselves into the fond memories of their admiring teachers.

We also forged special bonds of affection. It is easy to offer friendship to those closest to you, those who love what you love and do what you do. It is another thing to open yourself up to the new, the different, the other. What I see this senior year at class meetings is a group of one hundred and one individuals comfortable in sub-groups but with mutual respect, curiosity and interest in one another’s lives- a real community.

When you read this short piece, and flip through these glossy pages in later life, I hope it is not in an indulgent act of nostalgia or sentimentality, which are just prettier cousins to boredom. I hope these pages help you to recall your time here as life altering, because of what you have learned. What every serious educator desires is to pass on capacities, agency, or abilities. If an individual is ever to acquire a skill set, it usually happens in the first two decades of life. If you play an instrument, speak or read a second language, paint, write persuasively, if you have attained a curiosity for the natural world, if you love to read, analyze, or quantify; if you have a decent back hand, jump shot or slap shot, if you’re not afraid to stand up and make a speech, defend an unpopular point-of-view, or question authority, you probably owe it to an adult here at PDS. Honor them by honoring the skill, or craft they passed on to you.

Sincerely,

Todd Gudgel
Dean of Students, Class of 2011
Lifers

Front Row: Matthew Wasser, Simone Christen, Alexus Davis, Jeremy Lu, Matthew Garry, Jon Rigby, Evan Seto

Middle Row: Jane Coates, Alexandra Sherman, Samantha Schaeffer, Bailey Richards, Ashley Hudson, Sam Kelly, Jake Kramer, Parker Russo, Meade Atkeson

Back Row: Caylin Brahaney, Alexandra McCourt, Robby Smukler, Skye Samse, Will Powers, Aaron Shavel, Chris Bonnaig, Sydney Gecha

Missing from photo: Dan Reynolds

In Memoriam
Alex Motley, Class of 2011
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Jason Altman
Nate Apgar
"Like a lightning bolt, your heart will glow.
And when it's time, you'll know.
You just gotta ignite the light,
And let it shine."
"To truly find yourself, you should play hide and seek alone." - Chinese fortune cookie
Christopher Paul
Bonnaig
Caitlin Cannon

You never knew me.
Adam Fisch
There'll be days like this.

What does EIC stand for?
Enormous Idiot Commission?

This playstructure has been designed for children 5 to 12 years old and requires users to have sufficient strength and coordination. Adult supervision strongly recommended.

Memory is a way of holding on to the things you love, the things you are, the things you never want to lose.

Maya Anjur-Dietrich
Hey, I was wondering if you had plans for Holy Donut. What happened to your apartment? I filled it with pumpkins balls. Because we're grown-ups now, and it's our turn to decide what that means.
DYLAN HUME

“Better to live one day as a tiger than a thousand years as a sheep.”
A.J. RUBIN

“Well, I believe in the soul, the small of a woman's back, the hanging curve ball, high fiber, a good drink, that the novels of Susan Sontag are self-indulgent, overrated crap. I believe that Harvey Lee Oswald acted alone. I believe there ought to be a constitutional amendment outlawing Astroturf and the designated hitter. I believe in the sweet spot, opening presents Christmas morning rather than Christmas Eve and I believe in long, slow deep, soft, wet kisses that last three days. Goodnight”
Rule #1 - Never leave a fellow Crasher behind. Crashers take care of their own.

Rule #6 - Do not sit in the corner and sulk. It draws attention in a negative way. Draw attention to yourself, but on your own terms.
When life gives you lemons, throw them at people who own expensive cars.

-1996 Camry Owner

There is nothing to fear, but fear of tigers.
-Tiger Attack Survivor

Peter Blackburn
Jacqui Stevens
Emily Jaeckel
There are miracles every day and all you have to do is go get one when you need it.

Caylin Brahaney
People may not remember exactly what you did, or what you said, but they will remember how you made them feel.

Sydney Gecha
...wake up yeah.

S
A
M
I
L
I
E
B
What would you think if I sang out of tune? Would you stand up and walk out on me? Lend me your ears and I'll sing you a song, And I'll try not to sing out of key? Oh

"Someone take her picture,
So I don't forget her.
I wish I had a Polaroid,
So I could remember."

- Shwayze.

"And in the end, the love you take
we can't be found. I'd like to be under the sea in an octopus' garden in the shade." - Ringo Starr

"Little darling, it's been a long cold lonely winter. Little darling, it feels like years since it's been here. Here comes the sun, here comes the sun, and I say it's all right." - George Harrison

"is equal to the love you make." - Lennon/McCartney

Alexandra McCourt
"Yes, my good man, I’ll have the milk steak, boiled over hard, and your finest jelly beans ... raw."

The thing about City is they possess the most loyal fans in the world. They laugh and sing and joke and carry inflatable bananas when things are going badly and they do exactly the same when things are going well.

The name’s Mantis, Mantis Toboggan, M.D.
"Cat in the wall, eh? Ok, now you're talking my language. I know this game."

The Handy Man

Builds Character
If I never am again, I'm happy to be now.

Rebecca Sokol

the wind is low, the birds will sing that you were part of everything.
Life goes by pretty fast. If you don't stop and look around every once in awhile, you might miss it.
Dream as if you’ll live forever; live as if you’ll die today.
although we’ve come to
the end of the road
still i can’t let go
of 4 years played out in
photos
the undying duo?
or just two kids playing
uno
wild card round
there, we’re friends now
we’ll kick back and let life
lay us down
Antoine Dodson style—we
gon’ find you
who is you?
you is whatever good
time we run into
and I guess I’ll miss you,
a little when you’re gone
retrospect will be the only
drug to get high on

Tiffany Patterson
“Cuzerybodyluhme”

hallucinating memories of moments and laughs
and one day i’ll say “yea, those
with a bang and some laughs...=) and I can't wait to end the year you're the best friends I ever had as much as I hate it...Tiff's right oh my god we made it... I'm glad to sit here and say equations... bringing a lil white and asain to our from being the black pack to I'm afraid to say this is about to end the ones I spent four years with and then I look to my friends... took one blink next minute I wave bye bye to 2010 about to begin.... I were the friends that I had"Lights on..Feels like yesterday all this was just
"I get by with a little help from my friends."

"All time is all time. It does not change. It does not lend itself to warnings or explanations. It simply is."

- Kurt Vonnegut
What if there's nothing more to me,
I'm just skin and bones,
There's no mystery?
What if there's nothing more to us,
We're just carbon-based,
We're just pixie dust?
What if there's no way to explain
Things like déjà vu and acid rain?
What if we're all just broken shelves,
Full of someone else's thoughts?

Will we be alright left alone tonight?

-Motion City Soundtrack

The knack lies in learning how to throw
yourself at the ground and miss.

- Douglas Adams

A man is rich in proportion to the number
of things which he can afford to let alone.

-Thoreau
Kevin Francfort
What if...

Kevin Chen and Lauren Chen had a super violin baby

Kevin Chen
Carla
Tamburro
Remember a dream is never a dream is never a dream is never a dream y'all
Sherman

Alexandra
Guess what I use as a bean bag chair? A raisin.

Abigail Nover

There are many dying children out there whose last wish is to meet me. - David Hasslehoff

Do I have a large frog in my hair? Something's crawling out of my scalp. No, but I mean I feel it. I'm not worried about the looks, I'm worried about the sensation of my brain being eaten. - Joaquin Phoenix
"Life isn't about waiting for the storm to pass, it's about learning to dance in the rain." ~ Anonymous

"Everybody loves Raymond."

Sydney
Altmeyer

"Paper! Snow! A Ghost!" ~ Friends

"And we should consider every day lost on which we have not danced at least once. And we should call every truth false which was not accompanied by at least one laugh." ~ Friedrich Nietzsche
HEX WHAT'S YOUR CELL NUMBER?

(VIOLET BROWN GRAY) — 

(UH, I MEAN, (718)-387-6962.)

OKAY, YOU ARE PUTTING DOWN THOSE RESISTORS AND GOING OUTSIDE FOR A WHILE.

THAT'S PROBABLY A GOOD IDEA.

COLD...

WARM...

HOT!

COLD...
AN iPad processor is sleepwalking at blocks of cycles per second to run the xNUO kernel, which is franticly processing and its Gecko renderer, which creates a Flash object in turn is spinning itself a Flash object. Because I wanted to see a cat.

What's the equivalent resistance between the two marked nodes?

On this infinite grid of ideal one-ohm resistors, THERE'S A CERTAIN TYPICAL BRAIN THAT'S EASILY DEFEATED. SEE THE HASTE TO MINT A NEW CHIP? WEED SHOPLING.

If you saw it in everything else to work on it, it's interesting.

I'll have no complaints. A cat, it's fine. On this infinite grid if ideal one-ohm resistors, what's the equivalent resistance between the two marked nodes?

I am a god.

I want to see a cat.
Cara Sunberg

Thug Queen Horse Stealer

fill what's empty. empty what's full. scratch where it itches.
I found it,
It was small and weak
but ferocious,
like a dog starved and
chained,
I lost it and morned that
loss.
I found it again, this
time bold and beautiful.
My head now is filled
with bubbles
that
pop
and
burst
with laughter
- Anonymous

As the new day dawned, he dreamed that he was falling. There
was nothing to get hold of in this awesome void, and he
plummeted toward unthinkable pain on the hard ground. Was he
really dreaming? Yes. But he was also really falling. Dream and
reality were the same.
- Abel’s Island
It's something unpredictable

But in the end it's right

Ariel Multak

I hope you had the time of your life
faith krech

“I remember the stupid things, the mood rings, the bracelets and the beads...
Enjoy the little things, for one day you may look back and realize those were the big things - Robert Brault

"You'll find the only things you regret in life are the chances you didn't take."

"everything will be okay in the end. if it's not okay, it's not the end."

"...nickels and dimes, yours and mine, did you cash in all your dreams?"
Schuyler Samse

"Let me take you to the movies"

"By the way, if you see a possum, kill it. It is not a pet!"
Will Powers

"The future will be better tomorrow."
-Dan Quayle

It's 2am, still time to make one more bad decision.” -Jim Gaffigan
Money can't buy you happiness but poor can't buy you anything.

America will never seek a permission slip to defend the security of our people. -George W. Bush
Max,

I have to say that these two pictures perfectly illustrate your personality. On the one hand, you are a very innocent, caring, and empathetic person. On the other hand, you are an adventurous maniac. It is the combination of these two sides that makes you a fantastic friend. Most of all, I appreciate your consistent effort to help me. A friend is someone who accepts me; a true friend is someone who improves me. Max, you are a true friend. For that, I am truly grateful.

Sincerely,
Gary

It is one of the blessings of old be stupid with them.
Thank you for your time over the last two years. Whether it be conquering a tall tree or being the first to fall asleep, every little adventure has revealed to me your character. Although not often, whenever I catch a glimpse of this "character", I am reminded of the more important things in life. You lack the materialistic and superficial qualities that define most people, and getting to know you has been nothing short of a joy.

Sincerely,
Max

Gary,

Thank you for your time over the last two years. Whether it be conquering a tall tree or being the first to fall asleep, every little adventure has revealed to me your character. Although not often, whenever I catch a glimpse of this "character", I am reminded of the more important things in life. You lack the materialistic and superficial qualities that define most people, and getting to know you has been nothing short of a joy.

Sincerely,
Max

friends that you can afford to
~Ralph Waldo Emerson
"I wished to live deliberately, to front only the essential facts of life, and see if I could not learn what it had to teach, and not, when I came to die, discover that I had not lived. I did not wish to live what was not life, living is so dear...I wanted to live deep and suck out all the marrow of life."

-Henry David Thoreau

"This is my wish for you: Comfort on difficult days, smiles when sadness intrudes, rainbows to follow the clouds, laughter to kiss your lips, sunsets to warm your heart, hugs when spirits sag, beauty for your eyes to see, friendships to brighten your being, faith so that you can believe, confidence for when you doubt, courage to know yourself, patience to accept the truth, Love to complete your life."

-Katie Gibson

"Trust yourself. Create the kind of self that you will be happy to live with all your life. Make the most of yourself by fanning the tiny, inner sparks of possibility into flames of achievement."

Golda Meir
Champions aren't made in the gyms. Champions are made from something they have deep inside them—a desire, a dream, a vision.

- Muhammad Ali

Be daring, be different, be impractical, be anything that will assert integrity of purpose and imaginative vision against the play-it-safers, the creatures of the commonplace, the slaves of the ordinary.

- Sir Cecil Beaton

Some of the best things in life will come when you're not looking for them.

- Anonymous

Don't worry about a thing cause everything little thing gonna be alright.

- Bob Marley
Svitlana Lymar

PDS 2007-2011–
Best years of my life!!
we laugh way too hard
& & are way too loud,
but doing it together...
is what makes us
Best Friends Forever <3
Ricardo Pozos has just come to a crossroads. As the game of LIFE has taught us all, you must choose, "College" or "Career". This is quite an overwhelming choice as he just overcame another big decision, which color van he should pick (he picked orange... he would... I WANTED ORANGE!!!!!!).

He decides before he can make this choice, he must "find himself". He sought out the wise advise of his great friend, Evan Seto. "You must find the meaning of life," I say. "Go on a spiritual journey." So he travels to China-(what the heck? just because I'm Chinese?). In China, he decides to take a tour bus (a spiritual tour bus). On the bus, he meets Johnny Depp. Mr. Depp introduces Ricardo to Tim Burton. Tim Burton loves Ricardo so much, he decides to cast him in his next movie.

After convincing Ricardo that eyeliner will, in fact, make him a star, Ricardo plays a supporting role in Tim Burton's next movie, Die Hard 5: Revenge of the Zombies. Ricardo and his well defined eyes end up eclipsing Mr. Depp's performance, leading to Ricardo actually killing Mr. Depp in the final shot of the movie. The dramatic and touching ending pleases critics everywhere and get many movie offers. He proceeds to make a series of terrible, but high paying movies. Reclining on a beach in the Caribbean, he realizes that he should choose college. He loses the paparazzi by calling his dolphin minions who create a raft for him. Ricardo returns to New Jersey, where I have been waiting for him to make a decision. He tells me he chooses college and, after 5 months, we finally start playing the game of LIFE. We can only wonder what will happen when we reaches "Choose a career".
The Story of the Rest of Evan Seto’s Life
by Ricardo Pozos

After finishing his epic quest of massive proportions (aka college) Evan Seto is found standing in front of a mysterious man holding a red pill, a blue pill, and a button. The mysterious man explains to Evan his choices. Taking the red pill would make life a whole lot easier for our hero. He would have a mansion large enough to fit the entire population of China (hopefully he gets to see some relatives) and he would have his own army of cute zombie babies (now that’s a deadly combination!). Evan would not have to lift a finger to live out his life. His telekinesis is so strong that whatever he thinks in his mind will come true. However, Evan Seto would become mad with power, his friends will abandon him, and he would resort to making soap figures to comfort him.

The blue pill has a much more difficult yet satisfying outcome. Our adventurer becomes extremely skilled in playing the bagpipes, but, as you may know, the public extremely hates the bagpipes. Evan plays his bagpipes every day at the same street corner in LA, but nobody appreciates his music talent. In terms of living styles Evan lives in the basement with his uncle Wong (what? It could happen!). His uncle Wong has faith in Evan and pushes him to strive for success! Eventually the public has a change of heart towards the bagpipes. He has a record deal, tag teams with his partner Senor Wasser, and rises to the top billboard of 2037.

The red button has a mystery outcome since not Evan nor the mysterious man would know what would happen. But if Evan were to press it, nothing would happen. He would live his normal life and the decisions he makes would be of his own. Which one would he pick? Tune in next time for another episode of Secret Agent/Asian Man!!! (btw by pressing the button Evan would get a $10 gift card to B&N, now THATS an unbeatable deal!)
Sam Mehrberg
Hugo Meggitt
“When the power of love overcomes the love of power the world will know peace”
~ Jimi Hendrix

Matt Garry

“Um”
~ Kurt Vonnegut
“Outside,
A few cars hissing past,
Fog hanging like old
Coats between the trees.
I took my girl’s hand
In mine for two blocks,
Then released it to let
Her unwrap the chocolate.
I peeled my orange
That was so bright against
The gray of December
That, from some distance,
Someone might have thought
I was making a fire in my hands.”
- Excerpt from "Oranges", by Gary Soto

"There's no dark side of the moon
really. A matter of fact, it's all dark."
Jeff Berger
The page cannot be found

The page you are looking for might have been removed, had its name changed, or is temporarily unavailable.

Please try the following:

- If you typed the page address in the Address bar, make sure that it is spelled correctly.
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Internet Explorer
“but please, remember me, fondly,
i heard from someone you're still pretty,
and then, they went on to say, that the pearly gates,
had some eloquent graffiti,
like, 'we'll meet again,' and 'the man,'
and 'tell my mother not to worry,'
and angels with their great handshakes,
but always done in such a hurry.”

-iron & wine
Everything that happens is from now on.

There isn't much I feel I need, a solid soul and the blood I bleed. Don't mean to seem like I care about material things. I just want four walls and adobe slats for my girls.
"Another turning point a fork stuck in the road. Time grabs you by the wrist directs you where to go."
Ashley Hudson
Like us, each individual tree is genetically distinct in ways we do not normally see. However, much more noticeably, a tree is shaped by its experiences. Like us, the longer it lives the more different and independent it becomes from other trees. A record of what has happened to it becomes inscribed on its body. Wrinkles in the bark reflect age. Branch thickness indicate the loads it has carried and the directions from which it has experienced light. Scars remain where overloaded branches broke off and where moose and caterpillars attacked. The width of growth rings may reflect droughts, crowding, temperature, and prolonged tilt or lean. The tree's general shape and pattern of branch growth result from the competition it has experienced in its struggle for light. There is a local explanation for the heft and warp of every twiglet."
"How many roads must a man walk down
Before you call him a man?
Yes, 'n' how many seas must a white dove sail
Before she sleeps in the sand?
Yes, 'n' how many times must the cannon balls fly
Before they're forever banned?
The answer, my friend, is blowin' in the wind,
The answer is blowin' in the wind."
- Bob Dylan

"General opinion's starting to make out that we live in
a world of hatred and greed, but I don't see that. It
seems to me that love is everywhere. Often, it's not
particularly dignified or newsworthy, but it's always
there - fathers and sons, mothers and daughters,
husbands and wives, boyfriends, girlfriends, old
friends. When the planes hit the Twin Towers, as far
as I know, none of the phone calls from the people
on board were messages of hate or revenge - they
were all messages of love. If you look for it, I've got a
sneaking suspicion... love actually is all around. "
"Do what makes you happy,  
Be with those who make you smile,  
Laugh as much as you breathe,  
And love as long as you live."

"Go confidently in the direction of your dreams. Live the life you have imagined." Henry David Thoreau
Leah, you are the butter to my bread and the breath to my life. I will always love you for who you are. You are my very best friend, my alter ego, and my greatest supporter. As we venture off to college I will miss you so much, but I know that we will always be connected. Leah, I don't know what I would do without you. Thank you for always being there.

Love,

Sammy
Maura
Schaeffer
Much love and many thanks to all of those who have helped me come this far: My family, my Church Family (Hi Bro. Woods!), Bus Family, Misfits and friends.

Love flew South by West in this week’s wind and planted itself in the field. This is Cornfield Country. Ever fertile, this field can set free the world’s prisoners of war. Chase that wind down the way, now, I remember: this is the part where I get to keep the glass slippers. It is not winter here, despite what you say—despite the stop-loss and the scar tissue, tulle rises. All those years of cleaning, singing to comfort myself, waiting for you all over the earth—are over. Raise your glass, a toast is in order. Fairy Tales have never been my cup of tea, but I feel a good one coming. Believe you me.

Psalm 27

and don’t you forget.
"Le bonheur est souvent la seule chose qu'on puisse donner sans l'avoir et c'est en le donnant qu'on l'acquiert."

-Voltaire-

"Happiness is often the only thing that we can give without having it and it is in giving it that we get it."

p. 218: It's a +1 shift
"La vie est un choix, donc ne râlez pas!"

— B. C. A.
Patrick Lapera

Panthers Football

We all look like huge tools

Look Closely

Squash Star

This kid still owes me $48

CC Summer Session

Why am I tagged in this picture I didn't even make this pumpkin
Leaves are falling all around, It's time I was on my way. Thanks to you, I'm much obliged for such a pleasant stay. But now it's time for me to go...
One of the advantages of being a captain is being able to ask for advice without necessarily having to take it. -Captain Kirk

I'm very important. I have many leather-bound books and my apartment smells of rich mahogany. -Ron Burgundy

Freedom is never more than one generation away from extinction. We didn't pass it to our children in the bloodstream. It must be fought for, protected, and handed on for them to do the same. -Ronald Reagan
Dan Reynolds
Jonathan

Rigby
"Life goes pretty fast. If you don't look around once in a while, you could miss it."

-Daphnée Warren

"Where there is love, there is life."
-Indira Gandhi
SOME WANT IT TO HAPPEN, OTHERS WISH IT WOULD HAPPEN, OTHERS MAKE IT HAPPEN.
MAKE ME A SANDWICH.

WHAT? MAKE IT YOURSELF.

SUDO MAKE ME A SANDWICH.

Okay.

Benjamin Cohen
Jonathan Walker
andrew Schroeder
Most Likely to Succeed
Maya Anjur-Dietrich and Jacob Kaufman

Best Eyes
Cameron Giles and Dane Carberry

Most Changed Since Freshman Year
Alex Sherman and Jamo Creager

Cutest Couple
Kaleigh McLaughlin and AJ Yost

Best Smile
Caylin Brahaney and Meade Atkeson

Biggest Facebook Addicts
Svitlana Lymar and Sam Kelly
Most Likely to Become a PDS Teacher
Courtney Klein and Gary Dreyzin

Most Likely To Take Over the World
Maya Anjur-Dietrich and Matt Wasser

Best Dancers
Lilia Sanzalone and Jamier Gee

Most Artistic
Cara Sunberg and Chris Moyer

Best Sense of Humor
Jacqui Stevens and Dane Carberry

Most Athletic
Sydney Jenkins and Robby Smukler
Most Spirited
Carly O'Brien and Maxime Hoppenot

Best Hair
Jeff Berger and Sammy Schaeffer

Best Dressed
Cameron Giles and Will Powers

Most Likely to be on a Reality TV Show
Sabrina Deana-Roga and Patrick Lapera

Best Actor and Actress
Daphnée Warren and Nick Muoio

Most Likely to be Remembered
Laila Razzaghi and Dylan Hume
Jason Altman
Nickname: Jay
Favorite Expression: Nice
Favorite Food: Thanksgiving meal
Passion: Architecture
Pet Peeve: When someone doesn’t feel like explaining his/her reason.
Always Seen Wearing: short shorts and sweaters
Last Without: translations
Can You Imagine Him: in a cubicle
Will Probably End Up: in a cubicle.

Maya Anjir-Dietrich
Favorite Expression: Poise in Caint, Intensive Purposes
Favorite Food: Chai Tea Latte, Kilgore Trout
Passion: Reverb, Misusing irony
Pet Peeve: Minor Chords, The Atlantic Ocean
Laughs at: Jams
Always Seen Wearing: Heathered Colors
Lost Without: My lammergeier
Can You Imagine Him: The answer is always 42.
Will Probably End Up: on Traffamador.

Meade Atkeson
Nickname: Papaya, MayMay
Favorite Expression: What could a man be to take a step. Then another, step. It is always the same step, but you have to take it - Saint-Exupery
Favorite Food: coffee.
Passion: A blanket with an amazing book in front of a roaring fire while a blizzard is outside.
Pet Peeve: I couldn’t care less.
Laughs at: some things.
Always Seen Wearing: a backpack.
Lost Without: her marbles.
Can You Imagine Him: a Republican?
Will Probably End Up: anywhere but Canada.

Peter Blackburn
Nickname: Nesquik
Favorite Expression: Mhmm,
Favorite Food: Teresa’s
Passion: Hockey and whole watching
Pet Peeve: Hot dogs
Laughs at: Roger and his ways
Always Seen Wearing: Loafers
Lost Without: Danny nagging me
Can You Imagine Him: getting off the table?
Will Probably End Up: anywhere but Canada.

Caylin Brahaney
Nickname: Caybra, caycay, s-bra
Favorite Expression: “no no
Favorite Food: Irene’s double chocolate cookies, California tempura roll with a side of white rice
Passion: photography
Pet Peeve: feet
Laughs at: Tets... I mean, Sydney Gecha
Always Seen Wearing: silly bandz and a blue bracler
Lost Without: Nassau Sushi and MD
Can You Imagine Her: without a streak of gray hair?
Will Probably End Up: driving a pickup truck for the rest of her life.

Sydney Altmeyer
Nickname: Nate the Great, Nate Dogg, Nate
Favorite Expression: It’s not over till it’s over
Favorite Food: Apple Pie
Passion: self-improvement
Pet Peeve: College applications
Laughs at: going into the mind of a...
Always Seen Wearing: American Eagle clothes
Lost Without: some type of music
Can You Imagine Him: 5 feet tall?
Will Probably End Up: living in philly.

Nathaniel Apgar
Nickname: Shoo, Shoober, Shoober
Favorite Expression: The bomb dot com
Favorite Food: Lamprey, Osprey
Passion: Cheesy horn lines, bad singing, the upbeat, syncopation
Pet Peeve: Misuse of irony
Laughs at: Celebrities heads photoshopped onto the bodies of animals that sound like their last names.
Always Seen Wearing: Checkered stuff
Lost Without: Streetlight Manifesto
Can You Imagine Him: Wearing a nice shirt?
Will Probably End Up: in a bad ska band, opening for a slightly better bad ska band.

Jeffrey Berger
Nickname: Chris
Favorite Expression: I deed it
Favorite Food: Rib’s
Passion: Becoming a better person
Pet Peeve: Ignorant people
Laughs at: Eddie Murphy
Always Seen Wearing: Something fresh
Lost Without: My A4
Can You Imagine Him: On the cover of Ebony
Will Probably End Up: living a long and happy life.

Christopher Bonnig
Nickname: Mr. Burwell, Big Ben
Favorite Expression: “Don’t worry about it”
Favorite Food: Everything except olives.
Passion: Theatre tech, computers, and performing psychological experiments on unwitting subjects.
Pet Peeve: WAAAAAY too many to list.
Laughs at: Metal cabinets made of wood and labeled with plastic signs.
Always Seen Wearing: Cargo pants and keys.
Lost Without: Gadgets
Will Probably End Up: Running a computer network in a top-secret government facility.
**Jameson Creager**  
Nickname: Ripped Stanley  
Favorite Expression: Whatever, I do what I want.  
Favorite Food: Space Cakes  
Passion: My vinyl records.  
Pet Peeve: Milley Cyrus  
Always Seen Wearing: a braid.  
Lost Without: Lara Danielle Grossmith and San Diego  
Can You Imagine Her: going to class?  
Will Probably End Up: as a chef in the suburbs of Denver.

**Jane Coates**  
Nickname: K-Chen, Lord Chen, Kev, Chevin  
Favorite Expression: Thats what she said  
Favorite Food: Nachos  
Passion: Mastering the jerk  
Pet Peeve: When I ask what time it is, and people say "time to get a watch"  
Laughs at: Dirty jokes  
Always Seen Wearing: Black  
Lost Without: Glasses, violin  
Can You Imagine Him: guarding the Mexican border?  
Will Probably End Up: Going absolutely insane in college.

**Kevin Chen**  
Nickname: The Tuna (for maybe one week)  
Favorite Expression: Don't SMITCH  
Favorite Food: Cheddar Goldfish and Pepsi, milk, steak  
Passion: Philly sports, Manchester City FC. (Fits 1).  
Craig Bellamy and Steven Gerrard, watching the Redskins lose. AMOES.  
Pet Peeve: People saying, "FAIL"; people wearing Crocs, people watching Glee, people who jump on "the bandwagon."  
Laughs at: Sky with his shirt inside out and backwards - that one fateful night.  
Always Seen Wearing: Sambas  
Lost Without: Xbox and ESPN Soccernet.  
Can You Imagine Him: eating a healthy lunch, or not sleeping on Danny Kossow's couch every weekend?  
Will Probably End Up: weighing around 350 lbs sometime in my life.

**Jenna Cannon**  
Nickname: Bomba Baloney  
Favorite Expression: Who you gonna try? Minchinch. (anything with the word "jesus", in it)  
Favorite Food: Is this a trick question?  
Passion: Allia DeCandia, Jesus. (In that order.)  
Pet Peeve: When people use "you" instead of "you're".  
Laughs at: the best toaster, silke chickens, the "Dear Scrooge", and JQ.  
Always Seen Wearing: my gold chain and my brand new mink coat.  
Lost Without: Alia DeCandia, Food, Jesus. (In that order.)  
Can You Imagine Her: being fiscally liberal?  
Will Probably End Up: teaching a bible study school in some obscure land by day and professional cow tipper by night.

**Benjamin Cohen**  
Nickname: Jabo  
Favorite Expression: Ble, ble, ble!  
Favorite Food: Broiled Eel.  
Passion: Ble, ble, ble!  
Pet Peeve: When I have the same conversation over and over again with the same person.  
Laughs at: Meade  
Always Seen Wearing: rainbow-colored clothing.  
Lost without: My doggy dog.

**Jameson Creager**  
Nickname: Ianua  
Favorite Expression: "Icarel!" dixit. "Icarel!" dixit. "Ubi es? Qua te regione requiram?"  
Favorite Food: Allfajores  
Pet Peeve: Confusion of "its" and "it's."  
Lost without: Her pencil.

**Alexus Davis**  
Nickname: Lexie, Lex, Tex, Sexi, Lexie, Erin, LaLa, Mommy Mille  
Favorite Expression: "I'm gonna go buy some trail mix!"; "I love these!"; "Well behaved women rarely make history," "Earth laughs in flowers."  
Favorite Food: probably M&M trail mix, chocolate lava cake.  
Passion: music, literature, dance, art, compassion.  
Pet Peeve: Injustice, prejudice, ignorance, pretentiousness; mean people, technob music and other atrocities; laughs at: most things. The general mad antics of my friends. Probably you, if you're even slightly amusing.  
Always Seen Wearing: White Converse high-tops with my poetry on them.  
Lost Without: God, my family and friends (including Bus Farm); art, music, my notebooks.  
Can You Imagine Her: not singing, dancing or writing, at all? Or a competitive rugby player? Or a preacher? Or a cheerleader? That would be funny.  
Will Probably End Up: Quite important. Be ready.
Can you imagine her: a rapper?
Always seen wearing: peace signs
Will probably end up: a tree-hugging hippie in some obscure corner of the world playing a ukulele.

Can you imagine him: doing the taxes as head of the household?
Will probably end up: getting the job done.

Can you imagine him: speaking Spanish
Will probably end up: somewhere in France

Can you imagine him: as an adult!
Will probably end up: commenting sports games, not actually... probably in the business world, who knows?

Can you imagine her: liking Selena Gomez?
Will probably end up: living with Carly next door to Miley Cyrus

Can you imagine her: without CC
Will probably end up: marrying a lax bro
Katherine Gibson

Nickname: Maxine Hopper
Favorite Expression: You can’t score if you don’t shoot!
Favorite Food: Edible foods
Passion: Football, Poetry, Women
Pet Peeve: Slow talkers, my bus driver, people who sound like they have colds 24/7, and people who only say hi to Tiffany and not notice my existence.
Laughs at: Ownage pranks, and everything that has a south park voice.
Always seen wearing: South pole
Lost without: Tiffany Patterson, and Football
Can you imagine him: A famous rapper?
Will probably end up: In the NFL, or a teacher for an elementary school in Colorado.

Cameron Giles

Nickname: Cam, Cam Barn
Favorite Food: Artichokes, angel hair pasta, zucchini, pesto pinwheels, perogies
Passion: Winston, my bunny
Pet Peeve: When people burp and don’t say excuse me
Laughs at: Modern Family
Always seen wearing: A dress or skirt
Lost without: Taylor Swift and Instyle
Can you imagine her: In jail
Will Probably End Up: back in Princeton

Elma Hajric

Nickname: Elms, Elmo
Favorite Expression: I am faster than 80% of all snakes
Favorite Food: butter
Passion: Kerry Dillon
Pet Peeve: feet, dirt
Laughs at: foreigners
Always seen wearing: scarves
Lost without: the snack bar & sanitizers
Can you imagine her: Not hungry?
Will probably end up: on the Real Housewives of NJ

Maxime Hoppenot

Nickname: D’hamidfield, dragonhunter, Charles Winderham
Favorite Food: denim chicken, turkey, bacon, pizza
Pet Peeve: A’l and Jacob
Laughs at: break.com, tyrolean, par lapera, a’l’s scarlet letter rap
Always seen wearing: jeans and a tee, compression shorts
Lost without: creative
Can you imagine him: playing basketball
Will Probably End Up: covered in tattoos

Ashley Hudson

Nickname: Lemon, Buddha, Asher, Ahud, Sassley, Ashlie, KeShia, Ma’am
Favorite Expression: anything JAMO says
Favorite Food: Edible foods
Passion: Pit
Pet Peeve: Coldplay
Laughs at: Velociraptors
Always seen wearing: Silly bandz, to cover up the silly bandz tan line
Lost without: Two AA Batteries and Emergen-C, and Arugula

Dylan Hume

Nickname: Freda
Favorite Expression: Fuhggeddabudgit
Favorite Food: Pasta carbonara
Passion: Music
Pet Peeve: nonsense literary analysis
Laughs at: situational irony
Always seen wearing: khakis and a polo
Lost without: an ipod
Can you imagine him: a socialist?
Will probably end up: with a trophy wife.

Emily Jaeckel

Nickname: EmJ, Ema loo, New Kid, Hooters,
Shmekel
Favorite Expression: “It’s t-shirt time”
Favorite Food: Tomato and Mozzarella
Passion: Singing
Pet Peeve: That triangle that the windshield wipers always leave.
Laughs at: Alexandra McCourt laughing
Always seen wearing: a broken watch
Lost without: Nacho day
Can you imagine her: passing a history class
Will probably end up: a professional soccer player

Alexander Ioffreda

Nickname: Syd, Squid, Jecha, Gech
Favorite Expression: No, no
Favorite Food: Hula Pub chocolate ice cream
Passion: Meteorology and arguing ;)
Pet Peeve: When boys are on my right
Laughs at: Modern Family and my family
Always seen wearing: A jacket
Lost without: My family, friends, P.Z., and Nassau Sushi.
Can you imagine her: Remembering her name during announcements...
Will probably end up: In New York City!

Jamier Gee

Nickname: Carin, Cam Barn
Favorite Food: Artichokes, angel hair pasta, zucchini, pesto pinwheels, perogies
Passion: Winston, my bunny
Pet Peeve: When people burp and don’t say excuse me
Laughs at: Modern Family
Always seen wearing: A dress or skirt
Lost without: Taylor Swift and Instyle
Can you imagine her: In jail
Will Probably End Up: back in Princeton

Sydney Gecha

Nickname: Katie... Gimpson
Favorite Food: Dark Chocolate
Passion: Helping others
Pet Peeve: People saying “like” all the time
Laughs at: damnyouautocorrect.com
Always seen wearing: A watch
Lost Without: Contacts ;)
Can you imagine her: College dropout
Will probably end up: A teacher/ in some aspect of education

Cameron Giles

Nickname: Cam, Cam Barn
Favorite Food: Artichokes, angel hair pasta, zucchini, pesto pinwheels, perogies
Passion: Winston, my bunny
Pet Peeve: When people burp and don’t say excuse me
Laughs at: Modern Family
Always seen wearing: A dress or skirt
Lost without: Taylor Swift and Instyle
Can you imagine her: In jail
Will Probably End Up: back in Princeton

Elma Hajric

Nickname: Elms, Elmo
Favorite Expression: I am faster than 80% of all snakes
Favorite Food: butter
Passion: Kerry Dillon
Pet Peeve: feet, dirt
Laughs at: foreigners
Always seen wearing: scarves
Lost without: the snack bar & sanitizers
Can you imagine her: Not hungry?
Will probably end up: on the Real Housewives of NJ

Maxime Hoppenot

Nickname: D’hamidfield, dragonhunter, Charles Winderham
Favorite Food: denim chicken, turkey, bacon, pizza
Pet Peeve: A’l and Jacob
Laughs at: break.com, tyrolean, par lapera, a’l’s scarlet letter rap
Always seen wearing: jeans and a tee, compression shorts
Lost without: creative
Can you imagine him: playing basketball
Will Probably End Up: covered in tattoos

Ashley Hudson

Nickname: Lemon, Buddha, Asher, Ahud, Sassley, Ashlie, KeShia, Ma’am
Favorite Expression: anything JAMO says
Favorite Food: Edible foods
Passion: Pit
Pet Peeve: Coldplay
Laughs at: Velociraptors
Always seen wearing: Silly bandz, to cover up the silly bandz tan line
Lost without: Two AA Batteries and Emergen-C, and Arugula

Dylan Hume

Nickname: Freda
Favorite Expression: Fuhggeddabudgit
Favorite Food: Pasta carbonara
Passion: Music
Pet Peeve: nonsense literary analysis
Laughs at: situational irony
Always seen wearing: khakis and a polo
Lost without: an ipod
Can you imagine him: a socialist?
Will probably end up: with a trophy wife.

Emily Jaeckel

Nickname: EmJ, Ema loo, New Kid, Hooters,
Shmekel
Favorite Expression: “It’s t-shirt time”
Favorite Food: Tomato and Mozzarella
Passion: Singing
Pet Peeve: That triangle that the windshield wipers always leave.
Laughs at: Alexandra McCourt laughing
Always seen wearing: a broken watch
Lost without: Nacho day
Can you imagine her: passing a history class
Will probably end up: a professional soccer player

Alexander Ioffreda

Nickname: Syd, Squid, Jecha, Gech
Favorite Expression: No, no
Favorite Food: Hula Pub chocolate ice cream
Passion: Meteorology and arguing ;)
Pet Peeve: When boys are on my right
Laughs at: Modern Family and my family
Always seen wearing: A jacket
Lost without: My family, friends, P.Z., and Nassau Sushi.
Can you imagine her: Remembering her name during announcements...
Will probably end up: In New York City!
Sydney Jenkins
Nickname: Sydney, Squirrel, Sydney Jenkins, Jo-Jo, Dark Sister
Favorite Expression: "Jambalaya!"..."I'm from Michigan."
Favorite Food: anything haven and chicken parm
Passion: music, sports, Macon
Pet Peeve: mom jeans
Laughs at: modern family and anything Cameron does
Always seen wearing: g-unit sweat suit and air jordans
Lost without: the ones I love
Can you imagine her: getting a license before year 2070?
Will probably end up: your local dentist

Jacob Kaufman
Nickname: Jacob
Favorite Expression: It is interesting...
Favorite Food: Honey Mustard
Passion: Debating
Pet Peeve: Violations of individual rights
Always seen wearing: Black fleece jacket
Laughs at: Dry wit and irony
Lost without: Eye drops
Can you imagine him: At a party
Will probably end up: Paying taxes

William Kearney
Nickname: Porter
Favorite Expression: Nail gun! So lunch.
Favorite Food: Cheeburger Cheeburger.
Passion: music.
Pet Peeve: cuteoverload.com
Laughs at: Mitch Hedberg and his jokes.
Always seen wearing: cathart.
Can you imagine him: outside?
Will probably end up: offside.

Samuel Kelly
Nickname: Porter
Favorite Expression: Nail gun! So lunch.
Favorite Food: Cheeburger Cheeburger.
Passion: music.
Pet Peeve: cuteoverload.com
Laughs at: Mitch Hedberg and his jokes.
Always seen wearing: cathart.
Can you imagine him: outside?
Will probably end up: offside.

Courtney Klein
Nickname: Courtsport, Squirt, Cookie, Elbow, Coca
Favorite Expression: Hakuna matata, "You and I are like...sisters"
Favorite Food: Rainbow sprinkles, oreos and peanut butter
Passion: Instil
Laughs at: Ninja, Chester, Bullfrogs at the Kossow's
Always seen wearing: Silly socks.
Lost without: Two AA batteries and an EmergenC.
Can you imagine her: without brothers?
Will probably end up: In Becky's stomach

Carly Kliment
Nickname: Car
Favorite Expression: Impossible is nothing.
Favorite Food: mashed potatoes
Passion: Soccer
Pet Peeve: Gluing little wooden sticks together.
Laughs at: a lot of things.
Always seen wearing: Uggs?
Lost without: hair straightener.
Can you imagine her: sky diving?
Will probably end up: somewhere

Daniel Kossow
Nickname: The Donimal, Dizznatch
Favorite Expression: Meh.
Favorite Food: Los Churros Mexicanos
Passion: Skiing, Bear Hunting, Logging, Ice road truckers.
Pet Peeve: Bananas.
Laughs at: Anything Roger says
Always seen wearing: An ascot.
Lost without: Peter's help
Can you imagine him: Scoring in a lacrosse game
Will probably end up: Marrying Emma Watson.

Patrick Lapera
Nickname: Faithy, Krechenson, F
Favorite Expression: Same
Favorite Food: Chuck's popcorn chicken
Passion: Writing
Pet Peeve: Math and crowded parking lots
Laughs at: Everything
Always seen wearing: A smile
Lost without: Country music
Can you imagine her: Tall?
Will probably end up: Working at the Papery
Samantha Lieb

Nickname: Sami
Favorite Expression: smh (shaking my head)
Favorite Food: frannie's salads
Passion: tennis and friends
Pet Peeve: when people are fake
laughs at: people tickling me
Always seen wearing: cute shirt with leggings and uggls
Lost Without: friends and exercise
Will probably end up: marrying a typical Jewish husband haha

Jeremy Lu

Nickname: Lu Jr
Favorite Expression: ^_^, ^-^
Favorite Food: Stuffing Sushi
Passion: Drumming
laughs at: Anything!
Always seen wearing: Northface
Lost without: Friends, Family
Can you imagine him: off tall?
Will probably end up: A starving architect

Alexa Manley

Nickname: Lexi
Favorite Expression: nomnomnomnom
Favorite Food: Cheeburger Cheeburger and the PDS snackbar.
Passion: power tripping out of my mind in the computer lab.
Pet Peeve: I could care less.
laughs at: anything that isn't funny.
Always seen wearing: clothes that don't quite fit or match.
Lost without: cuteoverload.com and my biddies
Can you imagine her: tall?
Will probably end up: somewhere without an address.

Kaleigh McLaughlin

Nickname: Kay
Favorite Expression: "Femin Bueller, you're my hero!"
Favorite Food: Milk Duds
Passion: Ice hockey
Pet Peeve: Stupidity
laughs at: the "music" in the hockey locker room.
Always seen wearing: jeans
Lost without: AJ
Can you imagine her: a Yankees fan?
Will probably end up: in California.

Samuel Mehrberg

Nickname: Sam
Favorite Expression: "I have to take the Browns to the Superbowl!"
Favorite Food: Chicken McNuggets
Passion: Powder days.
Pet Peeve: the alarm in my house that goes off every time I open the door.
Always seen wearing: a tshirt and Jordans
Lost without: a paddle.
Can you imagine him: taking his talents to South Beach
Will probably end up: with 2pac and Biggie in that ghetto in the sky.

Sarah Lipkin

Nickname: Slipz, Sally, Soaring Eagle
Favorite Expression: dear diary...
Favorite Food: pineapple
Passion: myself
Pet Peeve: kh
laughs at: the face of danger!
Always seen wearing: my lunch.
Lost without: baking.
Can you imagine her: manly?
Will probably end up: a Stepford Wife.

Svitlana Lyman

Nickname: Zans, Alex, McCourt, McCOCO, Zansy, Zansypansy and AI
Favorite Expression: OH SNAP! Ya 'll nasty
Favorite Food: Irene's double chocolate chip cookies.
Passion: Sleeping
Pet Peeve: Bad teeth, bad breath and bad drivers
laughs at: Everything!
Always seen wearing: J Crew or a headband
Lost Without: My thread girls
Can you imagine her: With a normal laugh?
Will probably end up: Owning a multi-million dollar company.

Alexandra McCourt

Favorite Expression: "I'll do it tomorrow"
Favorite Food: Steak n' Shake
Passion: checking the weather
Pet Peeve: People who judge my eating habits
Always seen wearing: a sweatshirt
Lost without: Private browsing
Can you imagine him: On time for anything
Will probably end up: late for his next class.

Hugo Meggitt

Nickname: Bryan
Favorite Expression: Fungus Amongus or Martini Burgler (it has no linkage to the actual alcoholic beverage, I just made a random nickname for someone and it's stuck.)
Favorite Food: Pepperoni Pizza or Phat Lady
Passion: basketball and guitar
Pet Peeve: hate when people don't throw trash away
laughs at: hilarious youtube video.
Always Seen Wearing: my torn up nikes or NorCal
Lost Without: my friends, my family and my dog
Can You Imagine Him: going to the NBA?
Will Probably End Up: as a philanthropic billionaire.
Christopher Moyer

Nickname: Ching Shihao Chalkey班级别名: Ricky
Favorite Expression: OM NOM NOM NOM
Favorite Food: Lo mein with duck sauce
Passion: Playing trumpet, pwn noobs online, and hanging out with awesome friends
Pet Peeve: I always pretend to play Guitar Hero whenever I hear my favorite rock songs.
Laughs at: awkward moments and bad jokes
Always Seen Wearing: my hoodie
Lost Without: my amazing friends that are replaceable.
Can you imagine him: working for Immigration?
Will Probably End Up: selling real estate... maybe...

Ariel Multak

Nickname: Mermaid, Blonde
Favorite Expression: “Guys, guys! I have this story... you might not think it’s funny, but let me tell you anyway. Guys, guys!”
Favorite Food: gelato
Passion: fruit

Karthik Nagalingam

Nickname: Car, Mrs. Trombetta, Cars
Favorite Expression: “ah yeah”
Favorite Food: California tempura roll
Passion: teach me how to dougie

Abigail Nover

Nickname: Abby, Babby, Abs, Allie Reilly
Favorite Expression: Nothing really mattress.
Favorite Food: brain food.
Passion: Sydney Altmeyer
Pet Peeve: loud chewing, tardiness, flax seeds, and Everybody Loves Raymond.
Laughs at: Bjork.
Always seen wearing: her thinking cap
Lost without: a map and compass.
Can you imagine her: being able to find the fitness center on her own?
Will probably end up: being much older than she is now.

Carly O’Brien

Nickname: Will
Favorite Expression: I have better things to do
Favorite Food: Floor pizza
Passion: Simmies, long walks on the beach and driving at night with no head lights.

Nicolas Muolo

Nickname: Your Majesty, Your Emancipation, Juan
Favorite Expression: One of the advantages of being a Captain is being able to ask for advice without necessarily having to take it –Captain Kirk
Favorite Food: Steak, and whatever will annoy PETA.
Passion: America, and long walks on the beach.

Tiffany Patterson

Nickname: T-Money T-mors Tiff
Favorite Expression: It is what it is
Favorite Food: Pasta
Passion: Nacho Day and Slam Poetry

William Powers

Nickname: Ragz, Slaila, The Lone Ranger, Isafio, Persia bear
Expression: whyo gotta d00 me lyka dowaat?
Food: freshman
Passion: Owen, my friends, grass, trees, pottery

Ricardo Pozos

Nickname: Ricky, Pozzotron
Favorite Expression: OM NOM NOM NOM
Favorite Food: Lo mein with duck sauce
Passion: Playing trumpet, pwn noobs online, and hanging out with awesome friends
Pet Peeve: I always pretend to play Guitar Hero whenever I hear my favorite rock songs.
Laughs at: awkward moments and bad jokes
Always Seen Wearing: my hoodie
Lost Without: my amazing friends that are replaceable.
Can you imagine him: working for Immigration?
Will Probably End Up: selling real estate... maybe...

Laila Razzaghi

Nickname: Naga Kor, Kartheek
Favorite Expression: Really?
Favorite Food: Chicken Pamm
Passion: New York, Sports

Chris

Can you imagine him: Eating rice for breakfast, lunch, and snack, and
Lost without: Double Chocolate Chunk Cookies.

Laughs at: Mr. Palma’s jokes, Wacky Bong, My Freshman :))) My Friends
Passion: Garden Club a.k.a. Sweet Herbz Photo Eating Tomatoes
Favorite Food: Rice balls and noodles, red bean buns, and
Favorite Expression: DAYOM ARE YOU SERIOUS!!

Christopher Moyer

Will probably end up: Prince of Egypt.

Nicolas Muolo

Ricardo Pozos
**Nicholas Rehmus**

Nickname: Nicholas, Nicolás, Nico, Jamio
Favorite Expression: I think Boxer is more accessible, actually.
Favorite Food: Weird Fishes/Arpeggi
Passion: dissonance
Pet Peeve: Meade's grammar
Laughs at: Douglas Adams
Always seen wearing: headphones
Lost without: Megan
Can you imagine him: having a realistic world view?
Will probably end up: getting head-stomped by conservatives at a political rally

**Daniel Reynolds**

Nickname: Nicholas, Nicolás, Nico, Jamio
Favorite Expression: I think Boxer is more accessible, actually.
Favorite Food: Weird Fishes/Arpeggi
Passion: dissonance
Pet Peeve: Meade's grammar
Laughs at: Douglas Adams
Always seen wearing: headphones
Lost without: Megan
Can you imagine him: having a realistic world view?
Will probably end up: getting head-stomped by conservatives at a political rally

**Parker Russo**

Favorite Expression: "That Narwhale be all up in that ocean, they're the whole of the sea"
Favorite Food: Fish Tacos, Lobster, pretzel crisps straight out of the bag
Passion: Architecture, KC Chiefs, Red Sox
Pet Peeve: "You would say that", Stupid claims that are bound to lead to an argument with no end.
Laughs at: Inside jokes from forever ago (magical jokes), random misuse of words, inane obvious and heavy sarcasm
Always seen wearing: Sweat Pants or Mesh Shorts and flip flops.
Lost without: My glowing sense of humor
Can you imagine him: not being sarcastic
Will probably end up: As an underpaid Architect

**Schuyler Samse**

Nickname: Skydawg, Cleatus
Favorite Expression: You're an enabler. Take it back.
Favorite Food: Turkey. Wolf meat, anything Gail makes
Passion: long walks on the beach, truck driving, college gear
Pet Peeve: styrofoam, chalkboards, sophomores and freshmen who walk slow
Laughs at: ignorance, The Pennington School
Always seen wearing: College sports gear, anything without sleeves
Lost without: Maps, compasses, or sherpas
Can you imagine him: Not quoting movies, getting off the table
Will probably end up: Spreading the American dream

**Allison Reilly**

Nickname: Britch, Bailai, Bai Bai, Flasley
Favorite Expression: “What the blitzz?” “Rawr!”
Favorite Food: sourdough bread bowls from panera, mangoes, honey
Passion: decorating gingerbread houses
Pet Peeve: mute televisions
Laughs at: Maxime's senior bio "Laughs at"
Always seen wearing: Big Brown Parka
Lost without: two AA batteries and EmergenC
Can you imagine her: having a top locker
Will probably end up: related to Greg Dool

**Bailey Richards**

Nickname: Aloe Plant Allie Squared
Favorite Expression: Midnite...NO
Favorite Food: Fra Yo Avocado Adventure Oshinko
Passion: decorating gingerbread houses
Pet Peeve: mute televisions
Laughs at: Maxime's senior bio "Laughs at"
Always seen wearing: Big Brown Parka
Lost without: two AA batteries and EmergenC
Can you imagine her: having a top locker
Will probably end up: related to Greg Dool

**Jonathan Rigby**

Favorite Expression: "That Narwhale be all up in that ocean, they're the whole of the sea"
Favorite Food: Fish Tacos, Lobster, pretzel crisps straight out of the bag
Passion: Architecture, KC Chiefs, Red Sox
Pet Peeve: "You would say that", Stupid claims that are bound to lead to an argument with no end.
Laughs at: Inside jokes from forever ago (magical jokes), random misuse of words, inane obvious and heavy sarcasm
Always seen wearing: Sweat Pants or Mesh Shorts and flip flops.
Lost without: My glowing sense of humor
Can you imagine him: not being sarcastic
Will probably end up: As an underpaid Architect

**A.J. Rubin**

Favorite Expression: “Dylan did what?”, "You would say that", Stupid claims that are bound to lead to an argument with no end.
Laughs at: Inside jokes from forever ago (magical jokes), random misuse of words, inane obvious and heavy sarcasm
Always seen wearing: Sweat Pants or Mesh Shorts and flip flops.
Lost without: My glowing sense of humor
Can you imagine him: not being sarcastic
Will probably end up: As an underpaid Architect

**Kaitlyn Salava**

Nickname: kate, k-sal
Favorite Expression: just sayin
Favorite Food: chuck's popcorn chicken
Passion: honey mustard
Pet Peeve: slow drivers, long lines, loud chewing
Laughs at: everything.
Always seen wearing: the same four bracelets
Lost without: friends, first period Friday trees, the office
Can you imagine her: not smiling
Will probably end up: living in a cabin in the woods

**Lilia Sanzalone**

Nickname: Unicorn, Twinkle Toes, Stands Alone
Favorite Expression: "Meoowwwwwww"
Favorite Food: Mushroom risotto
Passion: Smuggling, various flavors of tea
Pet Peeve: People who don't wear pants
Laughs at: anything with a baby animal, a cute animal, or a cute baby animal being tickled
Always seen wearing: ugly sweaters
Lost without: Kittens, baked goods and other magical things
Can you imagine her: bald?
Will probably end up: a fairy
Samantha Schaeffer

Nickname: Sammy, Shmuelita, Sansa, Sammysgirl.
5 dog, Sam, Samacon
Favorite Expression: "What the bliz?", "Shaka Bra" "Wud up suckass!
Favorite Food: Spicy tuna roll, hummus, mango, grilled cheese, and chocolate fudge brownie ice cream
Passion: Mulara, cooking, this survey.
Pet Peeve: Shaggy chalkboard erasing jobs.
Laughs at: Awkward moments, cheesy jokes, and myself.
Always seen wearing: A wig and a mask, and my Santa Clause suit.
Lost without: Hair product and Bailey Richards.
Can you imagine her: Walking home!
Will probably end up: 700 pounds.

Andrew Schroeder

Nickname: Shovel
Favorite Expression: Not up in here.
Favorite Food: Mommy's cooking
Passion: Hockey, lacrosse, good music, the New York Jets.
Pet Peeve: I can't stand the overuse of the word 'like.'
Laughs at: anything.
Always seen wearing: clothing.
Lost without: Marcus Vik.
Can you imagine him: singing in the choir?
Will probably end up: Hopefully building bridges.

Evon Seto

Nickname: Sherman, Sherm, Sherringer, Sherrmanator, Crickets, Cracker
Favorite Expression: "oh, travis!
Favorite Food: peas, apples, diet snapple
Passion: tears of mayonnaise
Pet Peeve: people who talk with their mouth full and people who think they are funny
Laughs at: everything.
Always seen wearing: Vermont attire.
Lost without: Lalas.
Can you imagine her: not awkward?
Will probably end up: married to a lumberjack.
Writing screenplays with Sarah Lipkin.

Alice Shockey

Nickname: Reb, Rebecka, Rebookah, "bocco soke., steelfoot, rachel.
Favorite Expression: "fuuu, yardie ho!
Favorite food: Twix, faffles.
Passion: my three, my four, gynematera volleyball.
Pet Peeve: mechanical pencils.
Laughs at: physics.
Always seen wearing: blue jean polishes.
Lost without: friends, family, trees, the Quincy.
Can you imagine her: giving up coffee?
Will probably end up: living in a tree in Alaska.

Robert Smukler

Nickname: Jacquil, Jac, Jacx, Ooji, Jaquisha, Jac Jac, JacQwae, Jacquelin, Jeane, Juxtaposition, Fuku, Ma
Favorite Expression: "Al, what movie is that from?" "Riiiiyyyyyaahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh?" "Hi J! " Dad I lost my shoe"
Favorite Food: Graham Crackers, Pit.
Passion: Reebok Easytone shoes.
Pet Peeve: Food moachers and pen stealers.
Laughs at: ALI PREETER, jecho's stories, jokes.
Always seen wearing: Angel Silly band.
Lost without: Emulis.
Can you imagine her: calming?
Will probably end up: continuing to be awesome.

Rebecca Sokol

Nickname: Thug Queen Hose Stealer
Favorite Expression: "yeah mon ungruebedeeded!
Favorite Food: edible bubbles, glue, nails, babies.
Korn, corn, bubble tea, gingerbread houses, laughter, smiles, general happiness, love, diversity, free speech, oatmeal.
Passion: Pit.
Pet Peeve: Faulty subjunctive, improper comma usage, rocks.
Laughs at: your face.
Always seen wearing: mukluks.
Lost without: tolerances of cognitive dissonance, subjectivity, HUGGZZZ.
Can you imagine her: yes.
Will probably end up: immortal.

Jacqueline Stevens

Favorite Expression: yooooooooooooo ooooo ooooo
Passion: living deliberately
Pet Peeve: when people use umbrellas.
Laughs at: Gary.
Always seen wearing: fresh kicks.
Lost without: Chinese class.
Can you imagine him: not being pasty but tan instead.
Will probably end up: with a gut.

Cara Sunberg

Favorite Expression: W u d up suckas!
Nickname: Nickn ame: Bubba, Shockers, Lemming, Allsworth, Shock, Funsiz.
Favorite Expression: it's all happening. Midnite...No... Courtney we're like twins.
Favorite Food: Frayos, Creeses, and Peanut butter.
Passion: Sea turtle, cuddling.
Pet Peeve: Routine.
Laughs at: Carbon cycles.
Always seen wearing: Birkenstocks.
Lost without: Two AA Batteries.
Pagoda's lot.
Can you imagine her: wearing a helmet?
Will probably end up: Saving fishes and turtles in the ocean.

Andrew Schrader

Favorite Expression: That's what she said!!! (even when not appropriate)
Favorite Food: whatever I'm craving.
Passion: Minesweeper...
Pet Peeve: people touching my stuff.
Laughs at: anything, including dead baby jokes.
Always seen wearing: pants.
Lost without: Bailey's office.
Can you imagine him: on a beach, beneath a flaming palm tree, sipping a drink of papaya and tea.
Will probably end up: right back where I came from.

Nickname: Sammmy, Shmuelle, Samba, Sammygirl.
5 dog, Sam, Samacon
Favorite Expression: "What the bliz?", "Shaka Bra" "Wud up suckass!
Favorite Food: Spicy tuna roll, hummus, mango, grilled cheese, and chocolate fudge brownie ice cream
Passion: Mulara, cooking, this survey.
Pet Peeve: Shaggy chalkboard erasing jobs.
Laughs at: Awkward moments, cheesy jokes, and myself.
Always seen wearing: A wig and a mask, and my Santa Clause suit.
Lost without: Hair product and Bailey Richards.
Can you imagine her: Walking home!
Will probably end up: 700 pounds.

Cara Sunberg

Favorite Expression: W u d up suckas!
Nickname: Nickn ame: Bubba, Shockers, Lemming, Allsworth, Shock, Funsiz.
Favorite Expression: it's all happening. Midnite...No... Courtney we're like twins.
Favorite Food: Frayos, Creeses, and Peanut butter.
Passion: Sea turtle, cuddling.
Pet Peeve: Routine.
Laughs at: Carbon cycles.
Always seen wearing: Birkenstocks.
Lost without: Two AA Batteries.
Pagoda's lot.
Can you imagine her: wearing a helmet?
Will probably end up: Saving fishes and turtles in the ocean.
Nickname: Car-Car  
Favorite Expression: "You can't 'That's what she said' yourself, Kevin!"  
Favorite Food: Drumstick ice cream cones, Nacho Day nachos  
Passion: Christmas, SNOW  
Laughs at: Good times in Bailey's  
Always seen wearing: Jeans  
Lost without: Coffee, Courtyard Conference Room  
Can you imagine her: Loud  
Will probably end up: Lead singer of a screaming metal band

Nickname: | Ward Bart Pacman Chop Stix  
Favorite Expression: Yeah Baby!!  
Favorite Food: Spaghetti (Pasta)  
Passion: Soccer  
Pet Peeve: Band aids  
Laughs at: Hugo  
Always seen wearing: A flat brim, orange shoes  
Lost without: My Boys  
Can you imagine him: with my old hair  
Will probably end up: as Kevin Francfort's boss

Favorite Expression: "Kilee isn't a word"  
Favorite Food: Good food. All of it. Mostly.  
Passion: The World  
Pet Peeve: People who walk really slowly in the hallway  
Laughs at: The World  
Always seen wearing: Clothes  
Lost without: I would say, but I can't find it.  
Can you imagine him: in Korea  
Will probably end up: in Korea

Nickname: Pepo, Arugula  
Favorite Expression: What the blitz?  
Favorite Food: Chocolate croissants  
Passion: Autotrophs, little critters, text twist  
Pet Peeve: Walnuts  
Laughs at: Bailey Richards, detention, being a butterfly  
Always seen wearing: Other people's clothes  
Lost without: Ashley, fern-fronds and fronds, Unsend  
Can you imagine her: In the weights room  
Will probably end up: living in the mountains
Dearest Alexandra,

Your smile brightens up our world and all those around you. We are so proud of you and your many accomplishments.
Congratulations to you and your friends in the class of 2011!

With love,

Mom, Dad and Dave
Daughter, Sister, Friend, Baker Extraordinaire, Runner, Photographer, Online Shopper,

Bailey: We are so proud of you! Next year we will miss your sense of humor, your insight and wisdom, your laughter and dance parties, and seeing you every single day. Congratulations!

Lots of love,
Mom, Dad, Hilary, Max, and Mallory

Weary of Gray, Occasionally a little crazy,

News Aficionado, Linguist, Awesome Student, Organic Gardener, All College Lover
With love from Mom, Dad, Rob, Peter and Chris

Congratulations to Courtney and the whole Class of 2011!

Now you understand
Just why my head's not bowed.
I don't jump or shout about
Or have to talk real loud.
When you see me passing
It ought to make you proud.
I say,
It's in the click of my heels,
The bend of my hair,
The palm of my hand,
The need of my care,
'Cause I'm a woman
Phenomenally.

Phenomenal woman,
That's me.
~Maya Angelou~

Congratulations! You have grown into a phenomenal woman! Stay focused, stay on your path and remember you are LOVED!!!! Grandma, Granddad, Mommy, Tim & Summer
You have come a long way baby!!

We are proud of our PDS lifer - so great to be a part of your progress!

Alexandra C. Sherman

Keep your style, creativity and love of life.

Congratulations to you and to the entire PDS Class of 2011!!

Mom and Dad

JEFF BERGER

The open road is calling & begging for us
Go roll down the window
Go crank up that radio
Let"s drive until we hit the sky

"Bright Spring Morning"
Suburban Legends

Congratulations to Jeff & the Class of 2011!
in any direction you choose.  
You're on your own

And you know what you know.

You are the guy who'll decide where to go.

Dr. Seuss

You have feet in your shoes.

You have brains in your head.

Love you more Buddy Boo.

Mom, Dad and Jacqui
Robby,

CONGRATULATIONS! YOU DID IT!

It has been our greatest joy to watch you grow to such a fine young man. We have enjoyed every exciting minute of your journey!

YOU ARE OUR CHAMPION!

"I firmly believe that any man's finest hour, the greatest fulfillment of all that he holds dear, is that moment when he has worked his heart out in a good cause and lies exhausted on the field of battle - victorious."  Vince Lombardi

WE LOVE YOU AND ARE SO PROUD OF YOU!
MOM, DAD, JANIE AND BROOKE
Jeremy Lu,

*Congratulations!!*

K - 12th
We are so proud of you, job well done!

We wish you continued success and happiness in your new adventures.

*Faith, Hope, Love forever!*

Mom, Dad & Grandparents

---

Thank you PDS!

---

Congratulations, Chris!
卒業おめでとう！

Love,

Mom, Dad,

Cecily & Jenny

Way to go Jeepie!
Jay, we are so proud of you and your accomplishments. We wish you many more successes in the years ahead, as you "seek truth" and follow your passions - with integrity, serenity and courage!

We love you,
Mom & Dad, Dan, Geoff & Becca

What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us.
- Ralph Waldo Emerson

To move the world we must first move ourselves.
- Socrates

Sydney Marie Gecha

Congratulations,
Sydney!

We love you.

Mom, Dad and Tess
ASHLEY HUDSON
CONGRATULATIONS!

It is the end of one journey and the beginning of another.

We are very proud of you and know that wonderful things lie ahead!

Love, Mom, Dad & Sean

Dear Brini,
Congratulations!
God bless you and good luck on life's journey!
Love,
Mom, Lexi, Graeme & Dad

"Live your life each day as you would climb a mountain. An occasional glance towards the summit keeps the goal in mind, but many beautiful scenes are to be observed from each vantage point."
- Harold B. Melchart

"If you can imagine it, you can achieve it; if you can dream it, you can become it."
- William Arthur Ward

Congratulations, A.J.
We love you!

Best wishes to you and your classmates.

Baba and Sammy

KAITLYN,
We are so proud of you and happy about your success. The world has just opened up for you! Best of Luck at Lehigh University and remember to "Keep Smiling"!

Forever in our hearts
Love, Mom and Dad
Abigail Jacqueline Nover

“All the world's a stage
And all the men and women merely players...”
- William Shakespeare

As you take your exit from PDS, we are so proud of the person you have become. You made the world your stage, from Princeton to Zaragoza, where you played many parts with courage, grace and unparalleled enthusiasm. As you make your next entrance to follow your dreams and passions, we know you will be no mere player, but a star shining bright. Congratulations, Abby!

We love you .... Mom and Dad
Congratulations Sam!

It has been a great joy to watch you become the incredible person that you are. As you move ahead in life we know you will use all of the fine qualities you have developed to do great things.

With love and pride,
Mom, Denis and Liv

---

Best of Luck to your #1 Striker 2010. Justin Ward
Nanny & Pop Pop

Gloria Nilson, REALTORS, Real Living
William (Bill) Ward - Sales Associate
1970 Route 33 Hamilton, NJ 08690
609.890.0007 ext 135 / Cell 609.610.4100
wward@glorianilson.com

---

To Alison and Jessica Frieder:

Congratulations and Best Wishes for Continued Success and Happiness.

Mee-Mee & Pop Pop
dearest Alexa

From the day you were born we have watched you follow your own path.....
As you chase your dreams may peace, joy and love accompany you.

We adore you, baby girl!

Mom, Dad, Brielle, Jon, Steve, Tim and the puppies too!
Carly,

We are so proud of you. Keep fighting like you always do. We love you.

Dad, Mom, Ali, and Kira

"It is good to have an end to journey toward; but it is the journey that matters, in the end."

-Ernest Hemingway

Congratulations Eric!
Love, Mom, Dad and Leah
To Nick Rehmus

Congratulations! We are so proud of the wonderful person you have become and all that you have accomplished.

"Challenges are what make life interesting; overcoming them is what makes life meaningful."

Enjoy the journey. We can't wait to see what happens next!
We love you very much.
Mom & Dad
Congratulations, Adam, to you and your classmates!

We can't wait to see what comes next!
We wish you all the best.
Love, Mom, Dad, Mendy and Ben

Justin,

“Player of the Year 2010”

We are so proud of you, your accomplishments on and off the soccer field, and the incredible person you have become. We wish you many more successes in the years ahead.

We Love You,

Mom, Dad and Travis
Congratulations Emily!
Love you lots,
Dad, Mom & Nick

Faith Krech
Pitcher! Reader!!
Chocolate Lover!!!
Whatever you do, you always give it your all. We are so proud of you!
With lots of love,
Mom, Dad, and Andrew
Matthew

... just one of the few things you have taught us over the last 18 years!

You give us new reasons to be proud of you every day.

Congratulations on your graduation!

Love,
Mom & Dad

Jon Walker

We are so proud of you. Tipper is ready to go to college with you!

Love,
Mom and Dad

To thine own self be true

Actor
Athlete
Composer
Musician
Poet
Songwriter
Congratulations to The Link staff and PDS Class of 2011

Rebecca
we love you
Mom, Dad, and Adam
Cara, We love you and are very proud of you.

Love, Mom, Dad, Danielle and Brian (and Max & Lucy)!

Jake Kramer
From wet and sweaty to polished and debonair...you've truly grown into a man for all seasons! Being your Mom is an absolute delight and pleasure - I could not have asked for a better son!

SHINE ON, JAKE!
All my love, Mom (& Sam, Tim, Nate, Zach, Grandma, Aunt Nan, Dad, Mary Ellen)
In honor & memory of Grandpa Burt
Big Nutbrown Hare settled Little Nutbrown Hare into his bed of leaves. He leaned over and kissed him goodnight. Then he lay down close by and whispered with a smile, "I love you right up to the moon—and back."

Sam McBratney

Guess How Much I Love You

Roger the Dog

Asleep he wheezes at his ease
He only wakes to scratch his fleas.
He hogs the fire, he bakes his head
as if it were a loaf of bread...
...He’ll work as hard as you could wish
Emptying his dinner dish.
Then flops flat, and digs down deep
Like a miner, into sleep.

Ted Hughes

"So they were trying to re-invent themselves and their universe...science fiction was a big help."

Kurt Vonnegut

Slaughterhouse-Five

Simone-
You are SO ready to begin your next journey, relish every step. Fear not the unknown path but rejoice in the adventure. We’re with you every step of the way!
We love you and are so proud-
Dad, Mom and Julia
Congratulations Parker & the class of 2011.
I am so proud of who you are & what you have accomplished.
This is only the beginning!
I Love You.
Mom
Sydney Altmeyer

Dear Sydney,
Congratulations on all you have accomplished. We are so proud of the young woman you have become! Best of luck as you embark on your next adventure. We love you tons and millions-- Mom, Dad, Kalyn and Scott

Evan Seto

Evan,
You have prepared 18 years for this journey
Fly high, fly steady
Continue to make us proud as we have always been
The wind of knowledge will carry you far
Love,
Dad, Mom, and Emily
Cameron
First, Most, More, Always and Forever!!!!!
Our Sunshine Daphie,
You are a great
person, daughter and
sister. You are loving,
beautiful, smart,
talented, strong,
resilient, hardworking,
fun, caring and
thoughtful. We are so lucky to be your
parents. Be yourself always, and respect
others' differences. May you always be
blessed and protected by God.

Congratulations, Daphie, to you and
the class of 2011.
With great pride, respect, joy and love
for you:
Manmie, Dad, Lexie & Patrick

Lilia

“You are amazing,
just the way
you are.”
Bruno Mars

With our love
Always...
Mom and Dad

Congratulations Robby!!
Janet, Cameron, Christian, Caroline
and Carson
Very best wishes from your adoring family on your new challenges and opportunities! Your fine mind, humor and big, big heart will certainly put you in good stead, but they will be sorely missed when you are away!
Love to our beautiful Caylin.
Congratulations!!
You did it and you made it look easy.

Your brother admires you (but doesn’t always show it).
Mom and I have adored you. We have been so proud.

☆☆☆

And we love you
As big as the Universe.
So wherever I am, there's always Pooh,
There's always Pooh and Me.
'What would I do?' I said to Pooh,
'If it wasn't for you,' and Pooh said:
'True,
it isn't much fun for One, but Two
Can stick together,' says Pooh, says he.
'That's how it is,' says Pooh.
A.A. Milne
To our wonderful Samantha Schaeffer:

On this occasion, it is with deep pride and bursting admiration that we congratulate you on your many achievements throughout your school years. To us you are everything a woman should be. With all of the love in our hearts, we wish you all the health, happiness and success one can achieve. We love you.

Mom, Dad, Leah, Michelle, Sophia, Steve, Lucy, Alexander and

The Outer Space Men
Etched against a summer sky
A child in search of a muse
Waves surge and tumble by
Innocence at play, god-like and true

Heaven's child alights each day
Heaven's child conjures the sun
Heaven's child dances with the wind
Purposeful and resolute, a higher realm and
her commune as one

Grace and selfless, her depth belies the years
A quiet fortress of strength and beauty
She is greatness, humbly pursued

We love you & we are so very proud of you.

Mom, Dad & Meg
Katie,
You warm our home
and light up our lives.
We will miss you so...
Love now and
forever,
Mom, Dad,
Christopher, Connor
and Coby

Kevin,
We are so proud of you!
Continue to reach for the stars!
You are the most wonderful son and
brother ever!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Meghan and Ryan

CONGRATULATIONS, JAMIER! LOVE ALWAYS, MOM, DAD,
ERIS, AUNTIE MOE & GRANDMOM

No one can
predict to
what
heights
YOU can
soar. Even
YOU will
not know
until YOU
spread
your
wings.

Life is
what
YOU
Make it...
Schuyler,
We wish you much success in your future journeys.

We Love You!  Mom and Dad
Congrats Thumper!
Lots of love from
Mom, Dad, Eric, Peter,
Austin & DKE

You have brains in your head.
You have feet in your shoes.
You can steer yourself
any direction you choose.
You're on your own. And you know
what you know.
And YOU are the guy who'll decide
where to go.
You'll get mixed up, of course, as you
already know.
You'll get mixed up with many strange
birds as you go.
So be sure when you step.
Step with care and great tact and
remember that Life's
a Great Balancing Act.
Just never forget to be dexterous and
deft.
And never mix up your right foot with
your left.
And will you succeed?
Yes! You will, indeed!
(98 and 3/4 percent guaranteed.)

KID, YOU'LL MOVE MOUNTAINS!
excerpts from Dr. Suess'  
Oh, the Places You'll Go!
WE ARE SO VERY PROUD OF YOU...
SARAH ANNE LIPKIN

A Little Sassy

Incredibly Sweet

An Awesome Sister

A Hard Worker

A Great Friend

CONGRATS TO YOU & TO THE CLASS OF 2011
<3 MOM, DAD, JAKE ('08) & ZACH ('16)
Here’s to the one extrovert in our house! We are so proud of you!

Dare to dream and always be confident in who you are because you are terrific! - Mom and Dad

Congrats Jacqui! Love Dad, Mom, Nikki and Dani

Congratulations to our granddaughters

Alison and Jessica Frieder

May your years ahead in college and beyond be filled with success and happiness. We love you.

Lois and Dick Frieder

CONGRATULATIONS JAMIER!!
YOUR commitment and hard work have led you to this day. These are two great characteristics to keep. My sincere hope is that you will continue working hard. True wisdom lies in getting the precious things out of EACH day as it goes by! Wishing you blessings as YOU procure your place into manhood!

Love Always, Grandmom Nancy

Always try your best.

Love,
Mom, Dad and Molly
Autographs
Thanks...

We could never have put this together without you!
Mr. Gudgel, Ms. Hoshmuth-Lemonick, Ms. Stuefer, Mr. Maher, Mr. Burkett, Mr. Tucker, Mrs. Stellato,
Mr. Chabak, Ms. Brent, Ms. Shock, Caren Demyen, Kat Smithson, MC Heller, Stan Cashill,
Michelle Rues, Margery Miller, Alison Acker, the PDS Business Office, Ms. Dun and many others.

* Link Editors

We hope you always keep your wit and your friends.
Congratulations on your graduation from PDS and good luck at George Washington.
We should have known that you would end up a colonial.

Love,
Mom, Dad & Marissa

Dane Carberry

You learned early on that life is a beach.
You approached life with both guns blazing.

Closing
THE WORLD AROUND US

IN RECOVERY
As the economy showed signs of recovery from the worst recession most Americans had ever known, President Barack Obama's satisfaction ratings also became more positive.

NEW HOMEOWNERS REJOICE
First-time home buyers received tax credits of up to $8,000 when Congress passed a bill intended to revitalize a struggling housing market. The early summer deadline was later extended to serve those buyers whose closings were delayed due to the number of loans being processed.

WAR IS OVER
In late August, President Obama announced that Operation Iraqi Freedom had officially ended. While the last combat brigade had already vacated, some U.S. troops remained in Iraq through the end of the year to help with training new Iraqi military forces.

HEALTH-CARE REFORM
The Affordable Care Act was signed into law in March 2010, with the hope of enhancing accessibility and quality of health care for all Americans. Prospects for a potential repeal continued for months.

TAX CUT
Amid concerns about stimulating the economy by increasing take-home pay, these cuts saved workers earning $50,000 an estimated $1,000.

Some opponents worried about the decrease the cuts would cause in Social Security funding.

IN RECOVERY

CYBER-BULLYING
Bullying didn't always happen at school or even in person. Some of the most severe attacks happened over the internet on social networking sites or via instant messages. Many worried that internet bullying was becoming more prominent because of the relative anonymity afforded by phantom screen names.

A REAL ISSUE: BULLYING

Though bullies had been feared in schools and neighborhoods for centuries, the changing landscape of peer teasing and torture took several visible turns in recent years.

In the past, intimidation and verbal or physical abuse may have been the most common forms of bullying. Another form of bullying, social alienation, became more powerful as a result of cyber bullying, where a victim's reputation may have been destroyed via emails, blogs, forum posts or text messages.

After what seemed to be an increase in teen and tween suicides due to bullying, many schools, communities and other organizations moved to provide programs and information for affected students and their parents/teachers.

ITGETSBETTER.ORG
This movement, inspired by a 10,000 user-created videos and more than 30 million views, was started in 2010 by author Dan Savage. Among the celebrities, politicians and businesses submitting videos were President Obama, Hillary Clinton and employees of both Facebook and Google. It was a place where people could share their stories. Take the It Gets Better Project pledge and watch videos of love and support.

NATIONAL SUICIDE PREVENTION LIFELINE
By calling 1-800-273-TALK, anyone feeling the extreme effects of bullying could get the support they might need from trained volunteers who were ready to help.

CARTOON NETWORK'S "STOP BULLYING, SPEAK UP" CAMPAIGN
Kid-centric television channels such as Cartoon Network stepped up to the plate in the fight against bullying. They launched their own campaign to encourage kids to speak up and to ultimately get their schools involved in anti-bullying programs.

THE TREvor PROJECT
AND LIFELINE
The Trevor Project was established to end suicide among young people by providing life-saving and life-affirming resources including a nationwide, 24/7 crisis intervention hotline (1-866-4-U-TREVOR), digital community and advocacy/educational programs that created a safe, supportive and positive environment for everyone.
When Britain's 2010 election ended in a hung Parliament, the two winning rival Prime Minister candidates (David Cameron, a Conservative, and Nick Clegg, a Liberal Democrat) agreed to join forces and form a coalition government, the U.K.'s first in more than 30 years.

Arizona congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords made record strides in her recovery after a gunshot wound to the head during a Tucson shooting in January that killed six others. Giffords was critically injured, but surpassed expectations in the months following the shooting.

Television efforts allowed the world to look on as Chilean miners trapped underground for nearly 10 weeks by a mining accident returned to safety in October. It took just 22 hours and 37 minutes for all 33 miners to travel nearly half a mile to the surface.

President Hosni Mubarak's 30-year reign over Egypt ended in February when huge protests encouraged him to step down.

Prince William and his long-time girlfriend, Kate Middleton, scheduled an April 29 wedding after a much-discussed engagement.

New York Governor Eliot Spitzer resigned in March amid reports of a prostitution ring he had paid visits to.

New Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi handed the symbolic gavel to Republican John Boehner, who newly elected Speaker of the House in January.

Supreme Court Elena Kagan, formerly the Dean of Harvard Law, was sworn in as the Court's newest Justice in August. She replaced 90-year-old Justice John Paul Stevens.

Julian Assange, a Massachusetts-based spokesperson for the international non-profit that published classified news leaks, was named "Outsiders' Choice" by Time's "Person of the Year."
EGG RECALL
Nearly half a billion eggs were recalled from nearly 20 states after a salmonella outbreak sickened thousands. All of the eggs came from a single egg-producing company in Iowa.

SNOWPOCALYPSE
Winter yielded record snow levels. Many areas of the country saw multiple school delays and closings due to snow. On Jan. 12, 2011, 49 of the 50 states reported snow on the ground.

IN LIVING COLOR
Scientists revealed the discovery of the biological structure that gives feathers their color in the journal, Nature. The report provided evidence that dinosaurs had a coat of downy feathers.

CAR BOMB ATTEMPT
An observant sidewalk vendor who noticed a smoking car and alerted police helped avoid a potentially dangerous situation in Times Square.

HOW BIZARRE
In a matter of a couple of days in January, hundreds of birds and fish died mysteriously in several states. WV MINING TRAGEDY A devastating April 2010 explosion killed 29 miners and injured others; the mining company had a history of safety and environmental infractions. NEANDERTHAL DNA German scientists partially reconstructed the Neanderthal genome and proved the survival of the genome in modern humans.

AND THEN
Nearly 100 tons of dead fish, mostly sardines, washed up on a Brazilian beach and reports of other mass deaths came from Italy and France.

While theories about the mass deaths included everything from cold stress and fireworks to hail, many scientists suggested that the various occurrences were merely coincidental.
NATURE

THE 'HOLE' STORY
A massive sinkhole in Guatemala City opened up and swallowed a 3-story building after Tropical Storm Agatha flooded the area with more than three feet of rain in May and June.

UNRELENTING RAIN
Nashville suffered its worst flood in more than 80 years after storms dumped more than 13 inches of rain on the region in two days. Buildings were flooded and more than 30 died.

LA NIÑA MONSOONS
Nearly 2,000 were killed and an estimated one quarter of the land in Pakistan was flooded in July. Miles of highway and railways and acres of farmland were ruined.

SLEEP TIGHT
Bedbugs terrorized the nation, invading hotels and stores nationwide. Because of the problem, a National Bedbug Registry allowed travelers to investigate hotels before checking in.

OUT OF THIS WORLD
A solstice lunar eclipse — the first since 1638 — occurred on Dec. 21, 2010, and was visible across North America.

LUNAR WATER
A probe found millions of tons of water ice at the Moon's north pole. The water source could be used to sustain a moon base or generate oxygen.

NEW PLANETS
NASA announced that its Kepler Telescope had identified 54 planets that could sustain human life. Conditions conducive to liquid water meant the planets might be inhabitable.

LAST SHUTTLE
The third space shuttle flight of 2011 — and NASA's very last shuttle flight ever — was scheduled for Atlantis on June 28, 2011.

OLDEST GALAXY
NASA's Hubble Space Telescope discovered a small star cluster 13.2 billion light years away; the Milky Way was 100 times greater in size.

MINING MATTERS
In recent years, 51 coal seams in West Virginia had contributed 30,000 direct jobs to the state's economy, and its status as the nation's largest underground coal source.

LANINA MONSOONS
Nearly 2,000 were killed and an estimated one quarter of the land in Pakistan was flooded in July. Miles of highway and railways and acres of farmland were ruined.

UNRELENTING RAIN
Nashville suffered its worst flood in more than 80 years after storms dumped more than 13 inches of rain on the region in two days. Buildings were flooded and more than 30 died.

SLEEP TIGHT
Bedbugs terrorized the nation, invading hotels and stores nationwide. Because of the problem, a National Bedbug Registry allowed travelers to investigate hotels before checking in.
For months, controlled burns were conducted at sea to help prevent any further spreading of the oil to the shoreline. Coastline in four states was affected.

**THE PEOPLE SPEAK**

BP station boycotts and anti-BP social media groups as well as traditional protests, like this one in Vienna, Austria, allowed people to make their feelings about the oil spill known.

**BOUND TO HAPPEN**

The follow-up report by the National Commission on the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill and Offshore Drilling said 'systemic' problems caused the blowout/oil spill and only 'significant reform' could prevent future spills.

**THE STATS**

**APRIL 20, 2010**

BP oil rig Deepwater Horizon exploded in the Gulf of Mexico, killing 11 men and injuring 17 workers. In late April, BP estimated the resulting leak at about 5,000 barrels (210,000 gallons) a day.

**A NEW ESTIMATE**

In June, the government produced other figures, estimating that 30,000 - 65,000 barrels (as much as 2.7 million gallons) of crude was pumping into the gulf each day.

**OBAMA SPEAKS**

The President addressed the nation after traveling to the gulf to survey the damage made to the Louisiana coastline.

**ORGANIZED CHAOS**

For months, controlled burns were conducted at sea to help prevent any further spreading of the oil to the shoreline. Coastline in four states was affected.

**LIVE FEED**

The nation was able to survey the oil escaping from the leak site via BP's live video feed, assuring the public that the leak would be taken care of.

**MONEY WHERE THEIR MOUTH IS**

BP projected that they had already spent $2 billion on clean-up efforts by June. The budget totaled $20 billion over three years.
**HOW TO PROPERLY WASH OIL-COVERED BIRDS**

**STEP 1**
Gently flush eyes with warm saline solution. Swab oil from nostrils and bill. Remove any oil from stomach with tube.

**STEP 2**
Wash oil from body and wings with a dishwashing solution. Make sure to wipe the feathers in the direction they are growing.

**STEP 3**
Repeat 3-4 times until oil is completely washed away, then gently towel dry bird. Bird will be ready for release in 2-4 days.

**DEAD SERIOUS**
Oil contamination is often deadly for birds if they are not properly washed and cared for. Oil reverses birds' water resistant feathers, making them vulnerable to temperature change. Oily feathers also make it impossible for birds to fly and can even drag them underwater to drown. The oil can also cause internal harm when birds try to preen the oil from their feathers. It can cause kidney, liver, and reproductive damage among other things.

**CLEANING EFFORTS**
Scientists and other volunteers worked on all kinds of wildlife affected by the spill. The processes for cleaning birds, turtles, and dolphins varied, as did survivors' chances for recovery. Thousands of birds and dozens of turtles and dolphins perished.

**LASTING EFFECTS**
In addition to the casualties and the damage to wildlife, there are numerous other long-term effects. Human health issues included increased risk of cancer and other ailments, as well as escalated stress.

Two of the region's other major industries (tourism and seafood) were shut down immediately and suffered lasting losses. Louisiana traditionally contributed a third of the nation's shrimp, oysters, crab, and crawdads and, despite massive marketing campaigns, hotels and resorts on the gulf shore suffered decreased occupancy throughout the summer.

**STRENGTH IN NUMBERS**
By June, 558,000 barrels had been collected from the water's surface and nearly 1,240 miles worth of boom had been set up to prevent oil from reaching the shoreline.

**HELPLESS**
While four wildlife rehabilitation centers were established in response to the oil spill, 36 national wildlife sanctuaries were threatened.

**OTHERS JOINED IN**
Mexico, Norway, Canada and the Netherlands all donated equipment (such as the water-skimming system on the right) to aid in the clean-up efforts.

**NO LONGER ASEA**
It was estimated that more than 125 miles of Louisiana shoreline was contaminated with the washed up crude oil.

**OIL CAPTURE RIG**
Discoverer Enterprise, a deepwater drilling vessel, aided in recovering the spilled oil gushing from the leak site after a cap was placed in June.

**JULY 15, 2010**
After nearly three months, the leak was finally capped, but not before the effects of the spill could be seen in photos that were taken from space.
TIGERS EDGE DUCKS
The top-ranked Auburn Tigers defeated the No. 2 Oregon Ducks 22-19 in the BCS Championship game in Glendale, AZ as the 2010-11 season wrapped up. Auburn quarterback and Heisman Trophy winner Cam Newton threw for 256 yards and rushed for another 64, accounting for two touchdowns. Freshman running back Michael Dyer was named MVP. Senior Wes Byrum kicked his sixth career game-winning field goal on the last play of the game to save the Tigers' perfect season. This was the fifth consecutive national championship for the SEC.

FAST AND FURIOUS X 5
Jimmie Johnson came in second to Carl Edwards at the Ford 400 at Homestead-Miami, but that was enough to vault him over Denny Hamlin in the points race to win his fifth consecutive NASCAR Sprint Cup Championship. Hamlin's car was damaged early in the race and never challenged for the lead. Only Richard Petty and Dale Earnhardt, with seven championships each, had more titles than Johnson. Between 2002 (when he joined Hendrick Motorsports) and 2010, Johnson recorded 53 wins, 203 top-ten finishes and 25 pole positions.

DUKE DOES IT AGAIN
The Duke Blue Devils captured the NCAA men's basketball championship for a fourth time with a 61-59 win over Butler in Indianapolis, IN. Duke's Final Four title, their first since 2001, snapped Butler's 25-game win streak.

FREE FALLIN'
Canadian freestyle skier Kaya Turski, in her first run since ACL surgery in April, claimed gold in the 2011 Winter X Slopestyle, repeating her win from last year. Turski also took silver in the 2011 Freestyle World Championships.

THREE OUT OF FOUR
Tennis star Rafael Nadal won the French Open, Wimbledon and the U.S. Open, bringing his total of Grand Slam victories to nine. Roger Federer won the Australian Open.

RATINGS SOAR
An estimated 715 million viewers — approximately one in 10 people alive at the time — watched the final match of the 2010 World Cup.

FACEOFF
Watson, an IBM supercomputer, battled two past Jeopardy champions, winning handily. The $77,147 in prize money was donated to charity.

THE CREAM RISES
Paula Creamer held off competitors Suzann Pettersen and Na Yeon Choi to secure victory at the 65th Women's U.S. Open. This was her first major tournament win.

WAVES OF GRIEF
Andy Irons, three-time world surfing champion, died at age 32. He had 20 World Tour victories and four Triple Crown of Surfing titles.

SNOVED UNDER
The inflatable Teflon roof of Minnesota's Metrodome collapsed under more than 17" of snow, delaying and moving the Vikings vs. Giants game.

A NYC LEGEND
George Steinbrenner, owner of the New York Yankees for more than 37 years, died at age 80. Steinbrenner's Yankees won seven World Series and 11 pennants.
LAKE SHOW vs THE CELTS

Bird and Magic. Kareem and Ainge. Kobe and Pierce. Garnett and Gasol. The rivalry between these two historic NBA teams was renewed in the late 2000s: after Boston capped off with the win in a six-game battle in 2008, L.A. won a thrilling seven-game series in 2010. Combined, these teams held 32 NBA titles. That's more than half of the NBA's total championships!
USA'S GOT GAME
Landon Donovan's goal in extra time gave the U.S. team a World Cup victory over Algeria that advanced them to the Round of 16 where their tournament ended with a loss to Ghana.

A COACH'S SACRIFICE
Wake Forest University baseball coach Tom Walter donated one of his kidneys to freshman outfielder Kevin Jordan. Walter insisted he was not a hero, but many disagreed.

YELLOW JERSEY #3
Spanish Alberto Contador finished 39 seconds ahead of Luxembourg's Andy Schleck to win his third Tour de France. This was Spain's fifth consecutive yellow jersey.

ROCKY STRIKES AGAIN
Actor Sylvester Stallone was inducted into the International Boxing Hall of Fame to recognize the impact his six "Rocky" movies, the first of which debuted in 1976, had on the sport.

OVERTIME WIN
Spain defeated the Netherlands 1-0 in front of 84,490 fans in South Africa to win its first World Cup. Spain was the eighth nation to earn soccer's highest honor.

A NEW RECORD
The University of Connecticut women's basketball team set a new record with 90 consecutive wins. The previous record was set by the UCLA men's team in 1974. The Huskies' streak ended with a loss to Stanford.

GOLD X 4
With a record-tying run, Shaun White scored an unprecedented fourth gold medal in the Snowboard SuperPipe at the 2011 Winter X Games in Aspen.
SUPER BOWL CHAMPS
The Packers took the Lombardi Trophy back to Green Bay with a 31-25 win over the Pittsburgh Steelers in Super Bowl XLV. Despite a fourth quarter rally by the Steelers, the Packers won their fourth Super Bowl and 13th NFL title. The two storied franchises went head-to-head at Cowboys Stadium in Arlington, TX with 103,219 fans in attendance and 111 million watching on television. Due to safety concerns, 2000 ticket holders were forced to sit in temporary seating with 400 of the displaced fans left with no seats at all.

PSYCHIC OCTOPUS
Paul, an octopus, correctly predicted the outcome of all seven of Germany's World Cup matches and Spain's final victory over the Netherlands.

THE DECISION
NBA Star LeBron "King" James left the Cleveland Cavaliers after seven years to play for the Miami Heat alongside Dwyane Wade and Chris Bosh.

GREEN JACKET #3
Phil Mickelson claimed his third Masters title, beating third-round leader Lee Westwood by three strokes. His wife, Amy, battling breast cancer, was on hand for his victory.

HOCKEY CHAMPS
The 2010 Stanley Cup went to the Chicago Blackhawks after Patrick Kane's overtime goal helped defeat the Philadelphia Flyers 4-3.

A GIANT WIN
The San Francisco Giants won the World Series in game five by defeating the Texas Rangers 3-1. The Giants previous World Series win was in 1954 when the team was still in New York. Series MVP Edgar Renteria hit the home run that won the game and the series. In 1997, his single in the seventh game won the World Series for the Florida Marlins.

FEAR THE BEARD
Fans wore fake beards during the postseason to support Giants' closing pitcher Brian Wilson who had sported a dark brown beard since midseason.
THE WORLD IS A STAGE

BIEBER FEVER
Justin Bieber, the 17-year-old Canadian pop star who began his career on YouTube, released his 3-D biopic and his second remix album the same weekend in February, 2011 to significant commercial success. The releases followed unrewarded Grammy nominations for Best New Artist and Best Pop Album and 2011 People’s Choice nominations for Best Video and Breakout Artist.

BEATLES ON ITUNES
Apple CEO Steve Jobs finally got his way when the Beatles collection was added to iTunes in November 2010.

DIVORCE COURT
After two years, citing the strain of managing two successful careers, Scarlett Johansson and Ryan Reynolds filed for divorce.

LOST FINALE
In its sixth and final season ABC’s Lost was nominated for 12 Emmys and left fans wanting more.

HE’S BACK!!
Conan O’Brien had amazing numbers when he debuted his late night show, Conan, on TBS.

OPRAH’S LAST HURRAH
After 25 years hosting her afternoon talk show, Oprah Winfrey had other plans, including her own network.

AMERICAN IDIOT
After a year on Broadway, the one-act musical based on Green Day’s album by the same name won a Grammy.

APPLE CEO Steve Jobs finally got his way when the Beatles collection was added to iTunes in November 2010.

GET THE LOOK
Not everyone was blessed with super smooth and naturally windblown hair like Justin had, but with these simple steps, you too could sport the Bieber ‘Do.’

NOW TO
After washing, simply apply some smoothing product into your hair and then stand sideways in a wind tunnel until dry. Keep still, or you could come out looking like a bad 80’s music video!

BABY BABY BABY!
Voila! You’re the spitting image of Justin Bieber himself. However, proceed with caution, as you could very well start a riot of mistaken Bieber fangirls!

X-FACTOR
After nine seasons, Simon Cowell left American Idol to bring his British hit show X-Factor, which featured solo performers and groups, to American TV.

AMERICAN IDOL
Only Randy Jackson remained as a judge for season 10; he was joined by Steven Tyler and Jennifer Lopez when auditions commenced in 2011.

FAVE TELEVISION SHOWS
GOSSIP GIRL
CHUCK
THE VAMPIRE DIARIES
FAMILY GUY
THE SIMPSONS
AMERICAN IDOL
KEEPING UP WITH THE KARDASHIANS

GLEE TOPS ALL
First, the TV show choir ensemble passed the Beatles for the most appearances on Billboard’s Top 100. then, in February 2011, they passed Elvis too!

FAVE TELEVISION SHOWS

A SHORE THING
Season Three’s premiere episode of Jersey Shore set an MTV record for viewership when 8.45 million viewers tuned in to the opener.

NO MORE MUSIC
Singer/actress Ashlee Simpson reverted to her maiden name when divorced from Pete Wentz.

ANIMAL DEBUT
Ke$ha was certified five times platinum for downloads of her hit single “Tik Tok.”

OPRAH’S LAST HURRAH
After 25 years hosting her afternoon talk show, Oprah Winfrey had other plans, including her own network.

AMERICAN IDIOT
After a year on Broadway, the one-act musical based on Green Day’s album by the same name won a Grammy.

TOP HONORS
Based on true events, The King’s Speech was nominated for 12 Academy Awards and won Best Actor, Best Film, Best Director and Best Original Screenplay.

FAVE TELEVISION SHOWS

ELECTION SHI

FAVE TELEVISION SHOWS

FAVE TELEVISION SHOWS
2010 Top Music Downloads

01. Hey, Soul Sister - Train
02. California Girls - Katy Perry
03. Love the Way You Lie - Eminem
04. Airplanes - B.o.B
05. Dynamite - Taio Cruz
06. OMG - Usher
07. Break Your Heart - Taio Cruz
08. Need You Now - Lady Antebellum
09. Not Afraid - Eminem

2010 Top Music Downloads

01. Hey, Soul Sister - Train
02. California Girls - Katy Perry
03. Love the Way You Lie - Eminem
04. Airplanes - B.o.B
05. Dynamite - Taio Cruz
06. OMG - Usher
07. Break Your Heart - Taio Cruz
08. Need You Now - Lady Antebellum
09. Not Afraid - Eminem

The Montreal indie band's album, The Suburbs, topped the summer charts and earned the Grammy award for Best Album of the Year.

Rihanna's Loud
The singularly named singer/songwriter continued her successes with the release of her fifth album, a book and the Grammy for Best Dance Recording.

Toy Story 3
Director Lee Unkrich was "humbled" and "speechless" when Woody and Buzz Lightyear's three-quel was nominated for five Academy Awards, including both Best Picture and Best Animated Feature. Winning the Oscar for Best Animated Feature was a first for a Toy Story film because Toy Story 2 was created in 1999 and the category was first awarded in 2001.

Still Golden
After winning the 2010 Screen Actors Guild's Lifetime Achievement Award, actress Betty White found herself hosting SNL's Mother's Day episode.

Facebook Story
The Social Network, the movie documenting the rise of Facebook, received eight Oscar nominations, winning Best Soundtrack.

Blockbuster Movies

01. Toy Story 3
02. Alice in Wonderland
03. Iron Man 2
04. The Twilight Saga: Eclipse
05. Inception
06. Harry Potter & the Deathly Hallows Part 1
07. Despicable Me
08. Shrek Forever After
09. How to Train Your Dragon
10. Tangled
Apple reached its milestone download of apps for mobile devices on January 22, 2011 after weeks of promotion; the lucky customer earned a $10,000 iTunes giftcard.

Super Mario Galaxy 2 was introduced with a rolling release for the Nintendo Wii in the spring of 2010 and was considered one of the best video games of all time with a 97/100 rating on Metacritic.

At the Feb. 11, 2011 launch of the Google Art Project website, it was revealed that art lovers could “visit” acclaimed galleries worldwide, browsing famous artwork with just a click of their mouse.

Amazon’s Kindle, Barnes & Noble’s Nook, Apple’s iPad and the newcomer Samsung Galaxy were among the eReaders/tablet devices sold in 2010, making personal libraries mobile.

It seemed that nearly everyone had become increasingly dependent on their smartphones, totting an iPhone, Droid or Blackberry wherever they went.

When designers crossed leggings with jeans, they got comfy jeggings. Even Conan O’Brien donned a pair on screen in support of this trendy style.

From flats to spiky heels and everywhere in between, boots seemed to command fashion attention as they completed outfits of many styles.

Some Home Music System allowed listeners to hear their favorite music in multiple rooms with a remote and any computer. Similar systems were also created for iPads and other devices.

Sales of another new tech fad, 3-D television, nearly doubled in 2011 from when the technology was first introduced just a year earlier. With an estimated four million 3-D sets sold in 2011, industry consultants suggested that figure could double again by 2012 as manufacturers hope to tap into the 3-D gaming market.

The technology of inductive charging or wireless charging of any device with a lithium battery made its way into homes and offices when users became able to lay their mobile devices on a “power mat” and charge them without any wires or adaptors.
After five years of the iPhone only being available on AT&T's network, Verizon revealed that they'd become a carrier for the most popular smartphone on the market in February 2011. Verizon announced its most successful first-day sales in company history selling 2.9 million phones in a two-hour span to existing customers. While new customers were required to wait a week to purchase Verizon's iPhone, sales data was not immediately available, partially because of high online sales.

In December 2010, Nissan began selling its version of the electric car, the Leaf, in five states. In addition 20,000 cars had been "reserved." The battery-powered car used a 120v plug to recharge and Nissan claimed it could go 100 miles between charges. The Nissan Leaf won the 2010 Green Car Vision Award and the 2011 European Car of the Year award for its "no tailpipe pollution or greenhouse gas emissions" operation.

The first-of-its-kind iPad tablet was a huge hit, selling 300,000 the first day, three million devices in 80 days, and nearly 15 million units in calendar 2010. HOLOGRAPHIC TSA's Hoping to eliminate human inconsistency, several airports in the UK began beaming holographic images of agents to prep travelers for the security line. RED BOX IS EVERYWHERE After studying customer habits, video rental business models changed. Red Box offered $1 movies at more than 25,000 locations and Netflix downloads became instantly available on almost any computer or mobile device.
MISSING CAR
An elderly man parked his car to go shopping in May 2009 and didn't find it for almost three weeks. This parking gaffe ended the life of more than $14,000.

GREEN KICKS
Cutting-edge shoes secured in the Green Fashion Competition. Their bio-degradable soles can be planted in the ground and grow trees when they're worn out.

RECORD SALE
A Panto Picasso painting went for $118,5 million in a May auction. The 1932 painting Nude: Green Leaves and Bust was sold at Christie's in New York.

SAY WHAT!?

MISSING CAR
January 23, 2011 was a bad day for New Yorker Peter Keller. First his Jets lost to the Steelers in the AFC Championship. When he returned to his car, he found that a slowly spray from a broken water main, splashed from passing cars and freezing temperatures had left it encased in ice. It took a hammer, a screwdriver and a blowtorch to remove the six inches of wintry gree

SPEAKING UP
After 12 years of taking and breathing through a machine, this woman finally received the second transplant of a larynx for her voice.

CROSSED SIGNAL
A British soldier believed to be serving in Afghanistan, left a 90-second recording on the wrong answering machine-derailing emotionally.

TOP ONLINE VIDS OF THE YEAR

TALENT SHOW
After sixth grader Greyson Chance's performance of Lady Gaga's Paparazzi caught the attention of millions of YouTube viewers and led to an appearance on Ellen Degeneres' show, he got a call from Gaga herself and went on a world tour. NOT SO OLD SPICE
''The man your man could smell like'' became one of the most popular ads in history combining social media and traditional advertising venues.

DOUBLE RAINBOW
What does it mean? This video started appearing everywhere once this over-excited hippy recorded his reaction to a natural phenomenon.

VIRAL RESUMÉ
OK Go, a Los Angeles-based band, continued to grow their popularity with this Rube Goldamber-inspired music video of their song The Too Shall Pass.
